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PR ICE 4 CENTO

FIRES SIX SHOTS
SIX DEER TO TAKE
IN BRUIN’S MOUTH! HOME AS TROPHIES
Safford Has Exciting Encounter Mount Vernon Hunters Will Un
With the Animal.
doubtedly Visit this Section
Next Season.
(Specia/l to Maine Woods.)
Kingfield, Dec. 14.—Harold Safford
l;ad an exciting encounter a few
Two weeks before the hunting sea
days, ago with a large bear at Dead
son
closed, Walter Hanson and ElRiver where he is passing the wint
er.
He was out Looking for spruce win Libby of M!t. Vernon came to
g.um and ’ had along a 22-rifle.
He Phillips to visit Mr. Hanson’srbroth
heard a noise and thinking it was ! er, P. E. Hanson and incidentally to
do a little hunting.
They at once
small game h;id behind a knoll to i
formed ^ party of four by inviting
await developments.
When the ani-1
Pearl Cushman to go along, going
mai got pretty near he looked over ]
up into No. 6 to the old lumber
and^saw a large bear standing on his ;
camps.
I’infl legs and sniffing.
The bear;
turned about to run and Safford fired j At the time of their going there |
twice both shots taking effect, when i was snow on. the ground, but it soon j
Bruin faced about, rose upon his bin disappeared and after a week’s hunt-'
legs and opened his mouth. Before! ing the party came back empty hand-1
lie decided to retreat Mr. Safford ed except for a small deer, captured fired six shots into his mouth. The j by Mr. Cushman and a fox shot by |
P. E. Hanson.
bear walked off coughing.

NEWS FROM THE
MOUNTAIN VIEW
MANAVISTA HOTEL

FLO RID A

Atwood to Be In Camp. Party
Enjoying Christmas Week In
the Maine Woods.

H. A. HASKELL, Manager
N O W OPEN
Send for Booklet
In fertile Manatee County, on the beautiful Manatee River. Many
side trips. Fine fishing. Duck, Quail and Alligator Shooting. Dogs and
Gfiides and Motorboats furnished. Moderate Rates. American plan.

(S pecial to Maine Woods.)

On Wednesday, December 8, the
party, this time re-inforced by Wes
ton Parker again set out for the
same section in No. 6, as they knew
the deer were there waiting for the
hunter.

Mountain View, Dec. 21.—The hunt
The first day was spent getting
J
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had ha Maine. < ing season closed on Tuesday last,
Grant’ s Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We * and the deer are safe.
“That is if into camp, and Thursday the men
* shall keep open during the hunting season. Write us for reservations.
*
every one obeys the law. The hunit hunted all day with little success,
>
ED GRANT & SON CO.
|
ing has been very hard, *but for all until just at dark, Parker shot a
that there have been many killed a- big dcfe but it was too dark to see
bout this section of the country. In to follow her, so she was left to her
....................... ..............................................
.......................... * ••
*
tho Kennebago, Cupsuptic and Magal- own devices.
| BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS B*,
d
§ loway regions they have been very The next morning the nien start
plenty.
ed out to find the wounded animal
v
Bald M ountain T am ps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on M ooselookm eX;
Since November 1st the following if possible, and finally came across I
!•! run tic L ake. Near the best fishing grounds. First class steam boat connections—A uto
X;
X
road to cam ps—T elephone connections—T w o mat’ s daily—W rite for frfee circular.
jj£ number of hunters registered
here: her dead, and partly eaten by a
X
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’r..
Bald Mountain. Maine
xj j Ray W. Thurston, Oscar Dyke, L. E. bear, which had taken her trail and j
Poor, A. D. Poor, Andover; H.
L. followed her, till coming up with her, [
j Slevens, C. W. Fitts, Sewell R. Cobb, had killed her, eaten his supper and
J. F. Fairchild, B. F. Drake, A. C. left her for breakfast.
The deer
Hclt, H. C. Whitten, Boston; J. B was covered up with leaves, snow
Drake, D. L. Shepard, A. A. Chap and the skin which had been torn
man, Samuel Clark, Jr., of D. W. from her to get to the flesh- beneath.
True Co., W. L. Daggett, S.
M.
On this trip three other deei
Mountain View, Maine
Sterling, F. J. Grant, D. W. True, C.
were killed by the party, P. E. Han
W. Pike, F. J. Gray, G. A.
Lom
Por further particulars write or address
son and Walter Hanson getting one
bard, George E. Mason, Portland;
The
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
| |Dr. S. L. Andrews, W. O. Hodgdon, each and Libby the other.
rest of the day was' spent in getting
j
P.
E.
Westhall,
Carl
Haskins',
R.
| Mountain View,
m
.
.
Maine.
the four deer out to camp and on
j W. Berry, Ernest Wiitham, H. W. Fur
i>:'-:V:>:x£:y:-x-x:x:x;:X>xX:'-x-w
Saturday they again set out.
j geson, James Tracy, V. L.
Lac re,
Tills time the party went in coup
I Lewiston; Q. F. Rogers and wife,
j Belgrade; G. A. Brown, E. A. Hyde, les, two driving out and two to do
Two more were shot,
jW L. Landey, Theo. Hawley, L. G. the shooting.
Williams, J. C. Perry, L. D. Jannell, one by P. PI. Hanson and one by !
Joseph Jannell, John Foley, A. E. Packer, Hanson’s being a very large j
Stearns, Ren Cassion, Chas. Swette, buck that was what the party term
Arthur
Gauthier, John Brown, John ed an “ old ranger” ; one horn being
AS A
Dustin, Rum,ford; O. W. Parker, No. minus and his feet being worn down 1
Windham; A. J. Gammons, W.
H. considerably from much travel.
Hunnewelli, H. F. Whitehouse, E. D.
Sunday was spent in re-sling up j
Fickett, H. Weaver, J. S. P. H. Wil and Monday it was decided that six !
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of son, A. L. Merrow, N. H. Merrow, deer were all the party cared to drag;
O. K. Borden, J. L. Mitchell, P. E.
access and nearly all the camps are open through the Verrilil, Auburn; L. C. Strong, Mel outr so the game was taken out t o 1
where Parker's double team
was
H.
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and rose, Mass.; A. G. Robinson,
H. Smith, Gardiner; D. S.
Hower, waiting for them and the home trip
small game are very abundant.
Brunswick; Q. L. Meserve, Mechanic was taken, reaching Phillips at 6.30
Falls; A. L. Robinson, H. E. Robin that night.
son, Turner; E. F. Skill ins,
West
Messrs. Hanson and Libby went to
Minot, W. A. Jackson,
Augusta;
their
homes on Wednesday,
much
New
issues a descriptive booklet of this territory, containing map of entire region, which will be fu rn  Mi. .and Mrs. W. E. Gos'key,
ished upon application to
pleased with the trip.
York.
A. M. P.
(Continued on page four).
Phillips, Maine.
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| Mountain View House |

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

I HUNTING
c#

A few days were spent at home,
getting in new supplies and rest'ng1
up from the hardships of the form
er trip, during which time
the
party hunted around Avon and Phil
lips.
Mr. Walter Hanson was so
fortunate as to get a dandy big buck,
a 250-pounder with a beautiful head,
having seven points.

RESORT

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

M A IN E

SUCCESSFUL TRIP
IF NOT ANY GAME
Bartlett and Pard Have Several
Days Camping Experience.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
East Sumner, Me.,
Nov. 15, 1914.
One Saturday afternoon the last
of October, my wife carried me up
to Peru; here I journeyed with a
partner and the next morning we
started very early on a week’s deer
hunting trip.
Alt hough it was not
a very successful outing, I am going
to tell tine Maine Wood's’ readers all
about it from start to finish, for
upon some previous attempts
the
writer has experienced better luck,
and returning from a deer hunt ear
lier in the season, empty handed, is
as common as writing home for
money.
Well, my pard’s name we will call
Ben for short.
We crossed
the
Androscoggin at Dixfield. How fam
iliar that word sounds to me as I
spent my boyhood happy days in
that good old town, and the glimpse
I caught of her carried my memory
back to many a happy hunting and
camping trip when I was a mem
ber of the Dixfielld Boat Club. So
•much for Dixfield.
We went up
river through Ridilcinville,
crossed
Swift river at Mexico and soon come
to Cold Spring Park, one of the
most lovely mineral springs to be
found, just at the foot of Roxbury
Notch,
We stopped here an hour,
fed and let the horse rest, built a
little fire and made tea and. ate
our dinner.
While there several
autos passed us on their way to
Andover and the lakes, all of which
tarried a few minutes at the spring.
Well about nocn, Ben lights
his
brier and blows a few circles of blue
smoke into the air.
We hitctli up
and are soon on our way again. We
are now in the onie and only Roxbury Notch,, an extremely pictures
que stretch of ragged ledges, moun
tains, wcods, Mother Nature in all
her glory.
Once through the Notch
we came to what is known as the
Murphy Place.
We turn sharp to
our left here.
Who
says that
Ma ne’s forests are nearly all chew
ed up into paper.
As we ride along through, these mountains
we
can see scarcely anything but
a
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vast wilderness, thousands and thou if you will picik up the kit and
Though, I have cooleed
sands of acres that have hardly “ nuf sed.”
been introduced to a pole axe, say on three river drives, when it came
nothing of the more commonly used to breaking wangan, this time was
the limit, as in less than 15 minutes
double blitted variety.
We can see White Cap mountain we were all loaded up and on our
It
in the distance and as the sun way for our tenting ground.
glistened on her, thie whole top look was so dark I had to go ahead with,
the
ed like glare ice.
As we jog along the lantern with it raining,
tie country looks wild; houses far wind blowing, ciahip site four and
apart and mostly vacant. Just as one-half miles. away, your tent to
the sun is setting we' make another pitch, a shack to fix for the horse
turn to our left.
Now we are very and so dark you could not see an
near Old Whitecap and the road inch.
Oh, how pleasant it was # about
bears evidence that we are beyond
eight o’clock in the evening when
the limits of the horseless cartage.
Certainly we are not in Portland, we pulled on to our camp ground.
It had not rained any for half an
Maine, and neither are we in Port
land, Oregon, but at this particular hour, but it came in cold and. the
wind blowed.
The first thing was
moment any old place looked good
enough for u,s to lie down on and to unhitch and care for the horse.
as we had a good tent and a large There was an old shack that still
canvass to shelter the horse and was standing from an old set of
plenty of bed clothes, we could halt lumber camps and it wia.s just large
for the night at quick notice, but enough for the horse and comfor
in a few minutes we came to an table.
The next thing was to pitch our
unoccupied set of buildings with an
However we
old stove in the house.
We hastily 12 ounce 8-10 tent.
made up our minds to stop here for got her elevated, bedding and every
W e turned in,
the night and believe me, after thing under cover.
making 35 miles the horse
was tired, believe me, and soon we were
asleep.
I awoke Ben at 11.30 to
tired as well as ourselves..
assist me in pitching the tent aWe were up early the next morn
gain, as we were in such haste in
ing tramping around looking for
cutting the pines, that one corner
deer signs, which; we found
very
was made from defective wood and
scarce and did not stay out long,
it was no dream.
She really had
but returned to camp and had a
blown flat to the ground. Now this
good rest and an. early dinner, fed
little incident alone was almost en
the horse and soon we were in the
ough to make a man forget his re
woods.
I followed up what I call
ligion and the first thing Ben did
ed the White Cap blueberry
trail
was to strike four or five matches,
for about one mile and side track
lighting his pipe, while yours truly
ed to a. bunch of heavy spruce tim
was stirring up the coals and add nig
ber, and it is all right to empha
more wood, as more heat was es
size that word “ hfeavy.”
sential
I cut another corner pin
Ben was about one mile west of and we put her up again in spite of
me and at about three o’clock we the wind.
pulled back to camp and neither of
We did not get up very early the
us had much of a story to tell. T!he next morning,' but you should have
weather began to darken up and we seen the breakfast we put out of
thought it would be a rainy night, sight, as our appetites were sharp
sure pop.
Well, we wanted rain ened to the limit, after going through
badly as the woods were very noisy, - almost an adventure at sea.
but we were not satisfied with what
We dug the bean hole and ston
few symptoms we had seen of deer ed it up, and f red up an got the
and at about sunset Ben had fed beans to cooking, and after dinner
the horse and we were eating our wo started out in opposite direc
supper, when Ben says to me, “ I tions.
The woods were very noisy
wish we were down to the Lovejoy tl ough we saw all kinds of signs of
seven mile swamp, where I havej deer, fresh signs, too.
We saw
camped before, and which is about nothing and returned to camp about
4V2 miles from here and about three sundown; and dug out the beams..
of it is o n 1our way home.” “ Well,” Ben ate hearty and I ditto.
We
I said, Ben , it is, up to you.” . It both drank plenty of tea that was
now was beginning to drizzle and most strong enough to walk, hut we
rain, and held out indications
of did not count the hot flapjacks and
good hunting the following morning. other fixtures commonly used
to
Ben says, “ I will go and hitch up make a wood’s supper
palatable;
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positive I over stliot.”
The next W- W. Thomas, 142 Bruce Avenue,.
two days seemed to bring forth no Yonkersi, Secretary, in which sum
changes of luck worthy of mention mer camping and camps for both
and we packed up our kit and start hoys and girls will be picturesque
ed homeward.
When we got down ly represented.
tr Frye it began to snow something
Thie actions of the show wiiilil he
awful and I accepted Pard’s good quite sufficient with trapshooting,
advice and stopped over night at his fly casting and the shooting com
uncle’s, Sewell Weeks, who lives petitions, over nineteen rifle rang
at the first house on the Poplar es, of the public school boys of
Hill road.
They told us that only the New York Public School Athle
a week ago they saw a bull moose, tic League, besides, probably, arcibccw and her calf bight there on ( ery, fencing maybe, and fire-making
their farm.
Before morning
the by friction and various other activ
storm had changed to rain and %
a.f- ities important in outdoor life.
ter breakfast we hade good bye to
The publicity given to the 1915
our last stopping place, and lit out
Sports,main’s
Show in daily and gen
for home.
We did not meet with success in eral newspapers prior to December
regard to game but allow me to say first, is of an almost unprecedented
we had an extra good time. Early extent and good quality for twelve
in this letter I told you my Pard’s weeks before the run of the show
name was Ben for short, but I do and isi gratifying evidence of good,
not mean to insinuate that lie is a feeling and Interest in the Press
“ bias been” hut his full name is Ben which, lias always strongly supivortjamin Irish, and he is Irish by name ed the Sportsman's Shows, and at
this time is remarkable Jby reason of
only.
the
limited space imposed upon, all
Your® respectfully,
departments of newspapers by the
Emerson P. Bartlett.
monopolization of space
of
war
news.

SHOOTING AND
FISHING LEAD
They Will Be Well Represented at
the Coming New York Sports
man’s Show.
The coming
Sportsman’s
Show,
February 20-27, at the New Grand
Central Palace, New York City, will
be in the twentieth year of Sportsiman’s Shows of international scope
in New York City and the 1915 ex
hibition because of unprecedented
conditions due to the European war,
affecting both; industries and tran siport ation, will he combined with
New York's fourth annual
Travel
Show.
As most sportsmen must
under existing game conditions in
North America be travelers to fish
or hunt, the temporary junction of
these two exhibitions which
have
so many interests in common will
he compatible.

Manufacturers of explosives, arms,
ammunition and other munitions of
war, who also provide hunters with
their guns and cartridges are un
able to cope with their orders from
Europe for military uses hut when
Peace returns as it must, eventual
ly, the sportsmen will again be the
principal patrons of the gun aijd
loading companies and their inter
ests! and sentiments .should not be
neglected because Ma#*& is an oc
casional good customer and it is
believed that thdfi will be generally
remembered and considered by the
manufacturers who have
heretofore
supplied th.e commercial foundation
for New York’s old established
Sportsman’s Show, which has always
proved the annual rallying pont for
the hunters, anglers and all outers.

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

The General Manager of the ap
proaching Sportsman’s and Travel
K<i Grant, B eaver Pond Camps
Show is Captain J. A. H. Dressel,
New reading matter, intercath'g.
who originated and founded Sports The
first edition was exhausted ntueh sooner
man's Shows and who is working ar than we expected and the papular demard waa
bo great for a pecond edition that we published
duously and' seriously to revive, re an enlarged and improved edition to be sold b j
(postpaid) at the low price named.
juvenate and reform the sportsman’s nqpil
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
went to bed early and got a very
show idea, which has during
its
J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
good n'ght’s rest.
twenty years of life, l.ke
most
Phillips, Me.
In the morning we strike the b ig ! tilings of human creation, undergone
swamp, keeping about ten rods a- many mutations chiefly due to vary
part and traveled about five miles. ing conditions of trade and senti
MAPS OF MAINE
Ben jumped a big one and he ran ment.
Despite the adverse busin
off at Ben’s left instead of coming ess conditions^ sufficient commercial
RESORTS AND ROADS
my way.
At the end of this trip
support and co-operation was assured
Maine Woods has fiequent irquiriea
we were high up on a
hardwood by December first to warrant the
for maps o f fhe fishing regions of the
ridge.
From here we could ‘see
carefully made statement that the state, etc. We can furr ieh ti e follow
j Old Whitecap and many other moun high ideals of the best exhibitors ing maps:
Franklin County
f .50
tains.
About noon we sat down
and patrons of these popular ex Somerset County
.50
and ate our lunch,, rest up a little,
,50
hibitions will be to a great extent Oxford County
take a good look at the seem'nglv realized.
Pit cat equip County
.50
Aroostook County
.50
endless forest, and switch over far
Shcoting and fishing lead the van Washington County
.50
ther east and move towards camp, all
of outdoor sports and these will be Outing map of Maine, 20x36 in
1.00
the time keeping a sharp lookout
. &
well represented hut 'in
addition Geological map of Maine
for* game, but all our efforts failed
R. map of Maine
.
every legitimate phase of the out R.
Androscoggin County
.36
to site any.
door life will be considered and in Cumberland County
.35
The weather cleared
and
after cluded.
.50
As one of the foundation Hanoock County
supper, we decided to go to the svones of success for the
. 35
next Kenr el ec County
.35
county road and go down to an old Sportsman’s Show and its1 success Knox County
Lincoln
and
Sagadahoc
Counties
.36
orchard about a mile and a half ors an Honorary Auxiliary Commit Penobscot County
.5 q
away and watch for deer as, the tee is being assembled from the Waldo County
.35
.35
moon was near its full.
So we ranks of big game hunters, natural York County
rolled up our vetshese and a 'heavy ists, geographers, explorers and pho
blanket each, lashed them to our tographers of wild life.
J. W BRACKE1T C 0 .v
Leaders of
belt and we were soon on our way. the world in achievements in some
As we came near the orchard B n of these fields are Americans
Phillips
Maine.
and
.stopped jn the shadow of a large some of these are held in reserve
stone.
I went a little farther on until the body of the Committee is
and curled up by the root® o f a built up so that they can know and
large elm, that had blcwm
down. be satisfied with their associates
|The first part cf the night
was Acceptances in writing have already
; just as light as day, and very fros been received from Anthony Fiala,
G. W. PII'KKL,
ty indeed, but at 2.30 it clouded up Dillon Wallace, James L. Clark,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishirg Tack)*.
and was awful dark and aga'n we Charles Wellington Furlong, John C.
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
!eaded for camp.
.
.
.
M A IN ) .
Homment, William D. Boyce, Col. RANGfcLF.Y,
1 told Ben I thought that my teeth Charles L. Jones, Daniel J. Singer,
c altered and rattled so due to my Herbert K. Job, William Beebe and
being so cold, that it kept every Charles Johnson Post.
Some of the
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
thing at a distance.
They are made for
gentlemen invited are on lecture
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
The following morning we were tour®, others are in far away lands
Known the world over for excel
tired and did net leave tine tent engaged in field work and four ate
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
unt'l the midle of the afternoon and in the European war zone.
When
M. L. (iETCH ELL CO.,
just as it began to grow a little the committee is complete, with Monmouth,
Maim
dark I heard the report of Ben’s twenty-five members, its list
will
rifle and as I was only about % of briefly state the achievements
of
a mile away I hastened down
to each member and the hooks describ
RAW FURS JVANTED
where he was and as I approached ing them of whicb. the member is< Direct from the trapper. Highest mar
him Ben says, “ did you hear me the author.
ket prices with good liberal sort. Goods
snap at one.”
I ought to have
A fine feature of the show will held separate and all charges paid.
landed him, hut I guess it was rathr be the extensive exhibit c,f the Camp
J*
er dark for rifle work, and I am Directors’ Association of America, M

TAXIDERMISTS

A. J. Hopkins, Hornerstown, N.
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for Russell to get his non-resident
A GOOD TRIP TO
hunting license, and also some grain
for our horses, and proceeded four
CHASE POND CAMPS miles farther up country, arriving

were so thick we could not get a riving in Phillips at 8 o’clock that T H E
H U N T IN G
T R IP
OF
shot. At four o’clock we came out evening, with tired horses and tired
SPORTSMAN.
into an old cutting, and cautiously boys, but with as handsome a load
peering across it we thong hit we saw of five deer as one often sees.
at the hospitable farm house of Mir. something gray under some fir bushe
Monday afternoon Friend Wood left
Lora Chadboune at half past seven. on the other side some fifteen rods for Boston with a very large 8-point In many towns and cities about this
Here was Friend Adams’ old home away.
We were not certain it was buck with an extra fine head, and
time of year,
for 20 odd years before he came to a deer by any nii»ans), so awaited fur a fine doe, to show his friends as
The sports are getting ready to
Phillips, and having always hunted ther developments.
the result of his first trip to the
hunt for bear and deer
and fished, he knew the country for
iSoon we saw an antlered head Maine woodls.
Some
go to tbe Adirondacks, others
miles around.
slowly swing out from under
the
To the croaker who is forever
Next morning leaving our team bushes in a listening attitude, and preaching to you that the deer are
to
Canada or Maine,
While in Boston in October of the
in charge of Mr Ohadboume with as quickly it was pulled back in, but fast decreasing in Maine, and will A journey of ten. or fifteen miles,
present fall, I visited my niece, Mrs.
instructions to take good cure cf we knew what it was. No man could soon be exterminated, we would
on a railroad train.
Carrie Wood of Arlington and there
them1, whidh we can truthfully say tell what part of him the gray spot say, take a, trip to Chase Pond, get
met hier husband, Mr Russell Wood
lie did, we shouldered our rifles and was, but Guy whispered, shoot Cor Guy Chadbourne to Show you1 around
The day hais arrived to go to the
for the first time.
WlhiLe looking
hike for Ghase Pond Camps, which what you can see, which we prompt one-half day, and if he doesn’t con
over their new house which they
woods,
are three miles stiff farther back in ly proceeded to do.
When the Title vince you to the contrary you cer
built the past summer I noticed two
the tail timber.
Arriving at camp cracked, what looked to ine like a tainly must be an unbeliever. His Everything is ready for tine trip;
very handsome fish on the walls of j
the first thing to meet our gaze was good sized aeroplane,, guided by a camps are warm, well furnished and He doesn’t take along a soda foun
the dining room which Mr. Wood
a long pole hung in two trees in mess of herns in front, sailed out up to date.
The food is good and
tain,
informed me lie caught and
had
front of t'he camps with 11 deer over a big tree which had blown plenty of it and as a guide he is one But ihe always has a drop of some
mounted. Our talk naturally turned
hung on it.
Some cf these were down, and disappeared down through of the best in Maine today. Quick
thing in his grip.
to hunting and fishing, and I learned
nice bucks, some were dees, belong the woods, headed towards the ris on the foot, quick of eye and ear,
that he was an ardent sportsman,
ing to the hunters already in camp. ing sun.
Calmly Guy remarked, “ I and equally as quick on the trigger, His guide meets him at the station,
both with rod and gun.
Taking me
Looking around we saw five or bet you made him a present that either on the run or the wing, and
or a siding on the road,
into his den, he asked me how I
six nice log cabins situated on the time.”
Hurrying over
we took a good natured, big hearted fellow Escorts him to his destination, help
liked it and I answered, “ the only
shore of Chase pond in an ideal Lo the trail, and for a few jumps we to be with in the woods, we know
ing with the load.
thing it lacks is a good old state of
cation.
Friend Adams introduced paced the distance, which was ex of no place in Northern Maine to A few miles along a carry or a
Maine buck’s hea,d to make it per us to the proprietor, Mr. Guy Chadactly seven paces between the spots day, where a man would be more
trail,
fect.”
Then and there
the die bourne, who was busily engaged in
where lie lit, now and then.
Soon certain to secure his big game than Or across a lake in a canoe,
was oast, which brought
him to skinning a deer. Making some in
we found blood on the enow, and at Guy Chadbourne’s camps at In about an hour the camp comes
Maine tills year.
quiries as to the prospect for hunt where he stopped, he hied so fast it Chase Pond, and we know of no
into view.
November 18tli I received a tele ing Mr. Chad;bourne informed us that went through the snow to the ground place where a brother hunter will
gram stating he would be in Phillips the deer had never been as thick By this time it was so dark we be more royally entertained, either A good meal is always ready when
the next night, and to meet him since he run these camps as the could not follow the trail, and lean summer or autumn than at these
the city chap comes to camp,
which 1 did, and be stepped off the present season, which we have no ing up against a tree, Guy calmly camps, as the fishing is equally as Introduces himself as Fredidy, says
train well equipped for a hunt in Ireason to doubt,
Soon dinner was asked, if I knew just where we were. good as the 1minting in the proper
he’s hungry ais a tramp.
tiio Maine woods, rifle,
sweaters. |announoed, and taking an instru- Looking at the moon, which was now season.
In the evening after supper pipes
Mr. sh ning brightly, and then peering
high’ top rubbers and all. The next ment from the office tiable,
Geo. W. Grover, Phillips, Me.
are filled up for a smoke,
morning we looked out of the win Chadbourne stepped to the door, into the cedar swamp where the last
AM gather ’round Ihe fire, tell stor
dow on some 13 inches of that stuff placing the article to hi® mouth and vanishing glimpse of a big set of
ies and have a joke.
that some people call beautiful letting out a wail which sounded like homsi, and* a white tail had ' just
snow, and things looked delicious a cross between the yelp of a moun disappeared, I allowed that we were
Every night between the hours of
tain gouger, and the howl of a side about half way between the Chase
fox a deer hunt.
eight and ten,
hill winder.
Later on we examined Pond Camps and Bangor, Maine.
Is the time for turning in
During the forenoon my friend,
the article at closer range,
and “ Not quite so bad as that’ ’ says
After all the newspapers have been
George Adams called around
and
found it to be a horn from a talk Guy, “ but we are good three miles
read
proposed that as we had no camp of
ing machine, but* wjith all the wind from camp, and the moon is shining
He climbs up a step ladder to the
our own in this vicinity that we
we could spout out of cur lanky six too.”
As we could see nothing in
room next to the roof
get a double team and drive over to
feet in length we couldn’t make the the swamp at that time, the only
Where he finds a comfortable bed.
his old home in Bingiham where the
thing squeak once.
thing to do was to leave him for
game was plentiful and he thought
Repairing to the dining room we the night and return the next morn
In the morning he’s up at sunrise,
we could get some deer. No sooner
were shown our seats at the table ing and take the trail again. This
Has a good breakfast of venison
said than done, we hiked down t>o
for the next week, and told to help vve did and going home we got into
steak,
the telephone office and was
re
ouvs elves, which we did
in true an old blowdown where we went for
Or hot rolls, fried potato and bacon,
warded by the cheering newis that
Maine woods style, and if everyone many rods on the trunks of the
The officers of the Maine Sports Or a fresh trout from the lake.
there was less snow in Bingham
did not help himself it was his own trees without touching the ground at men’s Fish and Game Association, Breakfast over, everyone is feeling
than at Phillips, no crust at all and
fault, as there was an abundance to all.
I never knew before that the which will hold its annual meeting
good,
deer too numerous to mention.
help himself to.
Friend
Chad- Boston elevated extended up into at the State House on Thursday, Jan All are getting ready to go hunting
Meeting Nat Wells on the street we
bourne certainly feeds his
guests the Chase Pond region, but
Guy uary 21, 1915, at 2 p. m., have ar
in the wood.
quickly bargained for a big three
soberly reminded me that he had ranged with Dr. Heber Bishop of The guide has filled up his hamper,
and hires a good cook.
seated pung and a pair, and
next
moonlight Boston to address them upon mat With plenty cf good things to eat,
Monday morning dawned bright an ii put in, because the
morning started across country.
clear, with the weather nearly to scenery looked so much better from ters of interest to sportsmen, and After tramping for hours through
On the way over we came to a zero and the wind blowing a gale. an elevated position.
At exactly bis address will be accompanied by
the woods,
notice stuck up in a split stick by In fact few of the boys went out twelve minutes past six we
pulled hunting in New Brunswick, trout Most anything tastes, sweet.
t ie side of the road which read, in the forenoon at alii, but after into camp, and we also pulled up to fishing at Rangeley lakes, and sal
“ Rosa put this deer in your jumper.” dinner George Adams and
mon fishing in Canada,
together Slow an.d noiselessly stealing along
myself the dining room table soon after.
To all appearances Rosa had come deeded to branch out and look the
After refreshing ourselves to the w th many pictures taken in comthrough the woods,
along and put the deer in her jump ground over, and going about one limit of our endurance, we repaired pany with Dr. Ghas. D. Kellogg, the With an eye and a head that is
er, as nothing was left to tell the half mile from camp we entered a to the office and gave an account of lecturer and nature man., wri.th his
clear,
tale but the trail will ere he was thick growth, which George termed ourselves.
Friend Adams immed- moving picture operator, on a trip Over rivulets and brooks, through
dragged out of the woods and the a pick pole swamp, and which we ateLy offered liis services, to go to New Brunswick in midsummer.
blow downs, and nooks,
thought w,culld be a good place for back with us in the morning and These pictures will all be of interest Is the way they hunt for moose and
blocd on the snow.
deer.
Stopping at North New Portland |deer in a w ml>'
Soon we jump help find the game and get him out, to sportsmen.
Dr. B:Shop is one of the best
ed
two
buebs
which
ran
about 20 which we gladly accepted.
for dinner and also to rest onr
m
Returning the next morning we known all round sportsmen in this It may be an hour or a day of
horses as the travelling was hand fwe rods and we dropped them both
of took the trail and going into the country, having fished and hunted
,
.
t
,
o
i
their
tracks
within
10
seconds
tramping in the woods
journeyed on and about o
o clock |
Going back to camp swamp some 40 rods farther we came in practically all parts of America, And tired and played out you start
we crossed the Kennebec river at eaoll( otherto one of the handsomest 10-point and who, being a member of the
the game you seek,
Bingham village.
Here we stopped for ropes and help, with tine aid of
Guy and Russell we dragged them bucks which I have ever seen. Tip Megantic Club and having a summer And in one moment they’re bound
to camp and before dark another ping up his head, Guy pronounced it ' home in Maine, takes, a lively in
ing away
had 1terest in matters pertaining to You step on a stick or fall over a
one came in, making three that day the King of the season that
to take the place of five which a been shot at the camps so far. j Maine’s fish and game interests.
snag,
The Association is also hoping to When you rise on your feet, all you
party took out that morning. Tbe Friend Adams soberly locked on, and
in deep |arrange for another noted Maine sum,
weather continued good and although said nothing, apparently
see is- their flag.
what
he j mer resident, Mr. Newton Newkirk,
thought.
When
asked,
the
cold
had
made
a
light
crust
on
TIME TABLE
the snow, still1 the hunting
was thought of him, he solemnly remark-j of Boston, to address- them, at this Maybe a few rods away is a piece
In Effect, December 14th, 1914.
fair.
Guy and Russell made
a e, “ Well, I will allow, he is stoine meeting.
of black growth,
couple of trips ovier to a big swamp, deer, and I allow, you will think he I A large attendance of Maine sports- The guide who is faithful and true,
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
which Russell declared, upon
Ms is some deer by the time you get Jmen will be present and matters of May jump a fine doe, a fawn or a
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Kingfield, at
5.15 P. vl.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas return at half past iseven o’clock him out of here, and any two fools [ great interest to them will be d’;sbuck,
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.5B A. M.
of all that would shoot such a brute as cussed, and the officers, have en That will bound through the woods
and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 that night, was the home
P. M.
deer.
Wednesday night and Thurs that in this- sort of a hole, must deavored to arrange for the most
up to you.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9 35 A. M and leaves day morning it ra'oed a little which have been drinking some,
G. O. interesting and profitable annual
mt 11.00 A. M.
To those we have been meeting ever held in the history of Then is the time to. get ready to
softened the crust, and made the Blake.”
STRONG PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for
in
the
game
we have nothing to say; the association.
tracking
less
noisy,
and
Friday
morn
.Shoot;
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and ing we had four deer hung up
to tc the urninitiated we would advise
They may pass to your left or
Kangeley at 5.47 P. M. and fo r Kingfield at 5.60 P.
them to drive them around nearer
our credit on the pcrtie.
right.
M.
Plans were made to start for home to camp before they shoot. Suffice
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
Don’t get the buck fever, get ready
12.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25 Saturday morning, hut as Guy and I it to say. we dressed him off, lashed
for a shot,
P. M.
Bring your rifle to your shoulder,
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.46 had not been out together at all, he him to a dry cedar pole, shouldered
A. M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from proposed that w-e go over to the big our medicine and started for some
take aim.
Farmington a tli.4 5 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
Hunting in. the Maine woods is Cast your eye through the rear and
swamp and hie would show me where old logging camps nearly two miles
i.40 P. M. and for Farmington at 8.45 A. M.
front sight.
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for all the deer in Somerset county had away, where Guy thought he might “safe and sane” compared with that
Wisconsin If you strike the Shoulder or any
Farmington at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For mobilized theiir army and were wait get to, with his horses
and sled. in Minnesota, northern
Rangeley at 6.15 P- M.
The hunting season
ing further orders to go to
the After much, resting, some grantings and Michigan.
where in the head,
Pussonger trains arrive from Farmington at
in
Minnesota
is
of
only twenty days, You’re sure to bring him down all
12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at European war.
We invited Russell and profuse sweating, the three cf
12.20 P. M.
hunters,
to go with us, but but as he had us combined landed him at the old yet in that time eleven
right.
MIXED TR AIN leaves for Farm ington at 7.30 already enjoyed two trips 'home
were killed and twelve
wounded,
camps
at
just
three
o’clock
in
the
by
A. M Rangeley 2.20 P. M. and arrives from
Michigan, After spending vacation, i,n camp for
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R ingeley 10.15 A . M.
moonlight from that same region, afternoon. Guy immediately motion while :n Wisconsin and
go thirty-seven hunters were killed in
many days,
R A N G E LEY PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for l ie declared there was nothing doing, ed that we leave him there and
Farmington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P. but he would wait for
the game. to camp for food, and no one doubt a season almost as short.
Enjoying good health and many other
M.
Going to camp we
Going over to the big swamp I ed his motion.
ways,
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 3.45
Nahum Moore, secretary of the You are sure of your full quota of
found Guy’s predictions true. The ate what we called dinner, but the
P. M. and leaves at 7.30 A. M.
SALEM PASSENGER TRAIN leaves at 1.00 swamp was lined across, hither and good natured cook and table girl Rumford High. School Athletic As
game,
P. M. for Farmington and arrives at 6.16 P. M.
yen with paths, like sheep paths'in pronounced it a general clean-up of sociation, in behalf of the manage When you are ready to return to
Harnessing up
the ment and members of the basket
We found two places the larder.
your home.
KINGFIELD PASSENGER TR AIN leaves for a pasture.
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farm where bucks had fought, as large as horses we returned to the old cam|ps ball team, wishes to thank the bus
ington at 12.40 P. M.
John J. Simmons.
somie iness men of Rumiford for their
good sized rooms, and the snow and tugging the buck out,
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for was trampled down hard and liber third of a mile farther, we loaded financial a d in procuring the new Flushing, N. Y.
Farmington at 10.50 A. M. Arrives from K ingally besprinkled with blood from the him on the sled, reaching camp at basket ball suits and equipment.
field at J0.00 A . M.
Mr. Simmons has been a subscrib
F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
battle.
During the afternoon we dark.
Next morning we loaded up Mr. Moore was employed at Mingo
er
to Maine Yroods for 16 years.
Phillips, Maine.
jumped two deer, hut the trees our game and started for home ,ar- Springs the paist season.
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1914
Here’s to a happy and prosperous
Christmas to all our readers.

WOMAN SHOT FIRST
DEER AT AGE
OF 15
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Judkins, F.
O. Thomas and Mr. and Mrs. Har
old Bowen of Portland returned the
latter part of the week from sev
eral weeks of big game hunting at
Sautelle Dam, located. 22 miles back
of Patten village.
Each member of the party shot a
fine buck, while Mr. and Mrs. Jud
kins and Mr. Bowen each killed a
doe in addition.
Mrs. Judkins is probably one of
Maine’s champion lady nimrodsi and
whenever the opportunity presents
itself she leaves the city life be
hind and plunges into the woods
for a fishing trip.
Having been bom and brought up
in the wilds of Maine in the moun
tainous section of Oxford
County,
town of Gilead, she became accust
omed at an earliy age to life in the
woods.
It was always her delight
when a mere slip of a girl to should
er; her fishing rod and going to one
of the nearby brooks, bring home a
large number of the pink speckled
beauties for the family table.
As she grew older her love for the
“ life in the open’’ bred in her the
desire to shoot her first deer. At
the age of 15 she took one of her
father’s rflies and went out alone
one morning in search of partridge,
a° she never resorted to a shotgun
with which to shoot birds, but was
always a sufficiently good markswoman to “pick their heads off”
with a single bullet.
In recollecting the experiences,
Mrs .Judkins staid, “It had
been
snowing and I was looking for “ bid
dies” up in the trees, when sudden
ly I came across the fresh track
of a big buck deer.
I followed it
at once.
I could go through the
woods like an Indian and soon came
across the deer as he was ascend
ing a ridge.
He was standing in
the midst of a little thicket. Throw
ing my rifle to my shoulder I took
a quick aim and fired. He was mor
tally wounded and I had only to fol
low him a short distance before I
found him dead in the snow
“ .I had the time of my life to
drag the deer out to my home, a dis
tance of about two miles, but I
was rugged and strong then and a
feature that favored me was that
tl e whole distance it was down hill,
but I managed to get the deer out
and much prominence was given, then
to the shooting of a deer by a
girl of 15.”
“The two deer that I shot this
fall made my total number 40 since
the age of 15.
My buck was a sev
en point head.
I saw him as he
was going over a ridge and as he
turned to -run I sent a shot behind
his foreshoul-d'er and he dropped in
his tracks.
I cut the tip of his
heart completely off.
My doe I
got near the camp.
“ I never visited a section where
deer were more plentiful than at
Sautelle Dam.
There are actually
roads made by the constant passing
and repassing of the deer, and the
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whole country tlierj? reminded me place, however, I received from a from Maine—to rouse all Maine to a 1 Eugene Atwood of Kennebago Lake
from point of enthusiasm for water-power |stopped off for one night on his’ way
much of a. sheep pasture. Moose and friend in Lowell a clipping
and to Stonington, Conn., to spend the
bob cat are plentiful in that local the Courier-Citizen giving an ac conservation, game protection
united
efforts
on
the
part
of
all holidays! but will return to Kennebago
count
of
a
Lovell
man
who
had
a
ity, while bear and a family of fish
er cat, and two loupeervier were thrilling experience with a bear a Maine citizens to have set aside by about the middle of January, - where
his
tracked in the slnow which fell dur few days previous) while in the act of congress a central or a Ka- he will spend the winter at
We bad consider talidiin or a Guernsey Park, in the |camp.
ing the latter part of Nov.
I us wilds of Maine.
ually visit the Ox Bow, Lake Mocey able fun that evening jollying each very lie art of Maine so that citi-: W. R. Crowell, the superintendent
or Mattagamman region but this other as to how we« would act under zens of the State might maintain Iof the American Reality Co. took a
such tlirilling circumstances.
The the best and cast out the worst of trip last week, accompanied by his
year we tried a new location.”
We hunted from Luther Hall’s following day dawned however and possibly a half-million acres, and con wife to Bowmantown, Conn.; drove
Indian
camps at Saute,lie Dam on the Se- was considered a perfect one for secrate all to the memory of Thor- over the winter road from
our hunt.
Bright and early we eau—to fine old John Morrison of Rock.
They returned Friday night;
bois stream.
“ While hunting one morning Mr. started, armed with our trusty rifles, Penobscot county, to Horace Greeley said the road was' very rough a nd
Judkins came across a buck deer ar.d in addition we each hung on our —most impractical among men, as not snow enough to make it good.
asleep and before the deer had a back a .22 calibre rifle for the pur well as >to the enduring memory of Mr. Crowell and wife will soon meve
chance to awaken, Mr. Judkins had pose of shooting partridges, which Hon. Frank E. Guernsey of Dover, iuto his camp at Oquossoc. He has
Maine.
had the camp repaired and built a
l’;red the fatal shot and the deer ar^ very plentiful there this season.
To cue wiix> alights from train at nice barn as he will keep a team.
We had travelled all day and with
did not regain hisi feet.
This is a
very unusual occurrence and I have the exception of the partridge we North Twin dam or at Millinoeket,
Merrill Thomas, the genial station
heights
of agent at Oquossoc returned isaturdaj
bagged, the gray-green craggy
never heard of its being done before. saw, some of which were
About 4 Mount Katahdin seem to be looking night from a two weeks-’ vacation
“ 1 look forward to the time when we didn’t see any game.
we will be able to get into the o’clock in the afternoon we were at the traveller as from Ills own with family.
F. P. Otis of Poland
woods again which will probably be hunting on the westerly slope of front yard.
took h,is place while he was away.
Though largely-undefined and whol
nestings Mountain, when it
again
in the spring brook trouting.
Harry E. Converse, two daughters,
Katahdin
“For about six years,” she con became necessary for m e ‘ to pull my ly unsurveyed, the new
Miss
Mary and Margaret,
three
Park
is
in
fact
a
creature
of
the
rifle
to
the
front
to
put
an
end
to
tinued, “ I held a state license as a
registered taxidermist and did con the fifth partridge for the day. After Great Northern Paper Company, a sons, Parker, R. W. and E. E. Con
siderable work for my friends and bagging my bird I bad walked but a paper-making corporation, which has verse and friends, Lee* Betrel and
relatives, but did not carry
the short distance, when to my great already been the means of calling in R F. Porter arrived Saturday even
car.
work further than that.
I gave the surprise I came within about sixty to existence the gigantic waterpow- ing at Oquossoc in a private
license up about three years ago on feet of a ' very large bear and for ers at both Millinoeket and East Teams were at the station to convey
account of my health.
I picked up the first time in my life I didn’t Millinoeket, and which has definitely them to Mt. View House, where they
After breakfast
my knowledge of taxidermy from a know just what to do when face to f xed boundaries for regulated wat spent the night.
Sunday morning two large sleighs
book on the subject and
learned face with the very thing I was look er-powers all over Maine.
took them to their camp on KennsAfter a pause of perhaps
considerable under the direction of ing for.
bago Lake by the way of Rangeley
Strange,
is
it
not?—what
a
mighty
a
minute
or
so
(but
it
seemed
much
one of Portland's! prominent
taxi
over the backboard road. Mr. Conlonger) the bear made up his mind blaze a small fire kindleeth!
dermists.’'
Rubber
Here was that impracticable old iverse is of the Converse
When asked which of the 40 deer I was not going to do him any barm
They will
she had shot, proved to be the larg and he started to make good bis Vermont compositor, Horace Greeley, Shoe works of Boston.
It was only after he had impulsively paying $25.00 for a tat spend Christmas week at the camp;
er, Mrs. Judkins said without a mo escape.
started
that
it dawned on me that tered manuscript of “ Maine W oods,” return here next Sunday and return
ment’s! hesitation, “ My first deer,
it tipped the scales at 250 pounds he was just what I was hunting for, just as Thoreau wrote it off. It was to Boston Monday next.
so immediately opened fire on him practically the first book ever writ
Miss Katherine Russ, who has been
and bore an eight point bead.
“ Yes, I have trapped considerable, and the second shot took effect in ten about Mount Ka-tahdin or about a popular waitress here for several
seasons wa® united in marriage t*
but that was when 1 /lived at my his right hip, but it being a glanc Maine.
How the ripples of wisdom circ James WllJcox of Rangeley on Dec.
home in Gilead and was in the woods ing shot did not break the bone.
Just then Mr. Bear changed his led away from North Twin dam;
12.
They have the best wishes of
most of the time,” she continued.
President Edward Stetson of the their friends around here.
“ I had a line of traps about eight course, which I must admit was not
miles long and caught many fox, pleasing to me, for at that time First National Bank, Bangor, sitting
There have- been a lot of inquir
mink, muskrat and other fur bearing was making some very unpleasant in lids own or in Luther Gerrish’s ies as to the closing of the Moun
growls, and with the thrilling ac camp near North Twin; Mr. Stetson
animals.”
tain View House this winter.
It
“ No,” said Mrs. Judkins in answer count of the Lowell man's bear hunt asserting off-liand that the Maine will keep open and will look out and
to whether or not she had ever had fresb in my memory, it then looked pickerel or pike is the best pan-fish care for all who may come. Frank
a fight with a wild animal, “ but I as though the Maine bears had de which swims; he doubts if * a bull G. Plummer, the clerk i® still on
have often wished that I had, do signs on men from this city. Be moose ever “ treed” any hunter, ha/v- duty to the wfnteT and will try t#
I i ing never beep ,treed bimsielf. Trtfen
you know, the more adventure there fore he readied me, however,
make everyone happy as usual. Mr.
is the better I dike it, I almost re managed to fire two shots, the first ! up speaks old Ben York of Mill mac- Bowley is thinking of cutting ice
gret that I have never had a chance making a flesih wound in his should ' ket, hunter and guide, who knows soon.
There are 12 inches of good
to mix-it with a wild animal but I er and the second I know went j Maine moose have treed both bunt- blue ice at the present time, just
am on the lookout for something of v, ide of its mark, for at the same i ers and guides.
right to cut.
time I fired I drop|ped my rifle and
Mr. Luther GerrLsh of Brownville
the sort.”
v,
Artie Pillsbury, our near neighbor
Mr. and Mrs. Judkins have a col made for the nearest tree I could j relates tales of Thoreau and the
had
the misfortune to cut hi® foot
climb,
which
happened
to
be
a
bears which he has hunted
about
lection of 14 rifles and shot guns
He also tells about quite severely while at work in the
L a handsome cabinet at their home spruce tree with branches about ten ! North Twin.
woods last week, but it was doing
on Congress street, west.
In ad feet from the ground and about 15 the great generosity of Jo Steers of
I had just Providence, Rhode Island, and the nicely at last accounts.
dition to these there are a number inches in diameter.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas Kipp returned
craight hold of the first branch and number of guides and special cooks
of revolvers.
to
their home Friday.
They have
pulled
my
feet
up
when
I
heard
the
which
Mr.
Steers
kept
busy
all
of
Some of the rifles have been in
been at Mr. Fanjoy’» camps for sev
their possession for many years!. bear’s jaws clash together with a one winter.
the
Somehow or other all tales came eral weeks, Mrs. Kipp doing
Mrs. Judkins prizes one old relic- growl and I want you to know ’twas
Mr. Kipp got two nice
very highly, it being the old Com- j not a pleasant place to be with an ! around to factual narratives of Maine cooking.
: Ir dians and specific tales of what deer while there.
ish muzzle loading rife which b e-1enraged bear so close by.
To
be
sure
I
had
the
best
posit
! greedy hogs the old wood choppers
Will close for this time wishing
longed to her father.— Exchange.
ion in the fight, but the question ; used to be with the growing timbers you a merry Xmas and a happy New
in mind was could I hold it?
My i of their day.
Year.
first thought was to climb to the
F. G. P.
top of the tree, but upon second
Surely, the State of Maine at the
thought I came to the conclusion 1opening of the next session of the
that I had better not let the
bear j Maine legislature, must make some
catch hold of the lower branches or , formal movement to give a “ local
I was doomed.
At that time I j habitation and a name to the coming
happened to think of the partridges Katahdin Park” —something ito be
in my pocket and thought if the bear remembered for all time.
In honor
was really hungry a nice fresh kill of Greeley, Thoreau, John Morrison,
ed partridge would do as: well as one Luther Gerrish, Mr. Edward Stetson,
A lx>b-eat is accused of living in
o-r my lower limbs, so I threw him good old Guide York— the time has
the woods down Rath way. The Bath
one which lie caught in his mouth, come and the men who wish to honor
Police Officer Samuel J. Bigelow,
Time® say®:
but he evidently liked the looks of the site are waiting.
who has recently returned from the
“ Miles S. Purington of West Bath,
me better, for he let go his hold of
In particular the writer lias heard
northern part of Maine, where he has
one
the bird and made another unsuc from Hon. Walter I. Neal, fish and while coming into this city
been spending his vacation,
was
morning,
when
near
Blind
Crossing
cessful attempt to get a mouthful game commissioner of Maine, from
asked by a reporter if there was
out of me.
Just then I thought of Hon. John F. Sprague, reliable his saw that bob-cat, or as some woods
anything happened while away that
my little rifle on my back, so I pull torian, and very modestly from Hon. men call it, Canadian lynx, making
would be of interest to the readers
off swiftly over the hillside to the
ed it to the front and fired at bis Frank E. Guernsey himself.
of the Lowell Courier-Citizen.
So
south of the road heading for tie
head, but before I could reload he
The cream has been poured into
he told the following story:
As it will be recalled, when
was nearly to me, so I put the rifle the chum; the paddles are beginn brook.
Nearly all of my close friends
first seen in this neighborhood last
toward his head and he seized the ing to revolve.
know that my trip to Maine was
week, the oat was in the Blind
muzzle in his mouth.
I fired with
Who will help to perform tine great
for the purpose of hunting big game,
Crossing
wood® and, startled by the
no effect, and I came to the con Down East churning for all Maine?—
such as moose, bear and deer. While
wodosmen cutting down a tree, gave
clusion that it was a pleasing sen Bangor Daily News.
there I made my headquarters with a
a yell and jumped out of the top of
sation to him, for I fired four shots
friend who lives in the town of Mer
a tree.
He was tracked to the
into his mouth and was just reloadrill, which is reached by a 125 mile
neighborhood
of the standpipe only
V IE W
in p- to fire the fifth when I was a- N E W S F R O M M O U N T A I N
ride on the B. <& R. R. R., north
a
half
mile
south.
He seems, there
wakened by the long musical voice
from Northern Maine Junction.
fore, to have established himself in
of friend Scott calling “ bean-onMy friend’s name is Scott Nevers,
the vicinity of the Grossing.”
(Continued from page one).
table.”
and a more genial companion would
If the beast has been reading the
be hard to find, but he has, like all
Most of the above took out the Maine dailies of late, it is not to
people, one bad fault, and this is
limit.
K A T A H D IN GAM E P A R K
be wondered at that he is choo® ug
early rising.
Every morning at
George L. Fanjoy has had a good the sleepy quiet of the backwoods
4.30 o ’clock
(Sunday
excepted)
crowd at his camps at Cupsuptic all (:<■’ Bath rather than the treacherous
Scott’s musical voice could be heard
When implusive amd entirely un through the hunting season.
forests of West. Enfield or Bradley
and that put an end to one’s dreams fin an cial Horace Greeley gave Hen
Miss Ruth W. Hamblin the popular where unscrupulous hunters are prone
for that night.
ry D. Thoreau of Concord, Mass., postmistress here for the past few to slay game with a pen-knife or
Several times while there Scott the sum of $25.00 cash
for the seasons with her brother, Herbert blow out their brains during their
accompanied me with his rifle in manuscript copy of Thoreau’s "Maine came up from their home in Gor afternoon siesta without so much
quest of big game, and on two or Woods”—which, sum Greeley prac ham for the last week of hunting as awakening them to give them a
three occasions we had some funny tically lost outright, few men living and went to Fanjoy’® camps. Ruth sporting chance of dying
bravely.
experiences.
It was reported that then—away back in 1842—few are was sucesisful as she got an eight- Down Bath way Brer Bob-Cat will
several bears had been seen in the alive now and comprehended
that point buck of which she was very find rest and contentment, possibly
vicinity so Scott and I planned a the plain truth o f Thoreau
would proud, especially as' her brother got some fairly good mutton, and with
bear hunt.
ever rouse the citizens, of Maine or none.
She returned to her home out doubt will pass the
Christmas
The day before the hunt
took a member of the national congress for the winter on Saturday.
holidays pleasantly.

HUNTING THE BIG
GAME IN MAINE

Police Officer Bigelow Tells of His
Encounter With a Bear.

BOB-CAT MAKING
HOME AT BATH

M A IN E
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AFTER A STRENUOUS C H R IS T M A S D A Y

Maine occupies a peculiar position
in this matter, which may offer
particular and unique appeal to the
Federal authorities..
She not only
lies upon the border of
another
country, but she has a long coasit
line, THE NEAREST OF ANY AMER1CN COAST TO EUROPE, and
this coast territory, as
everyone
knows, is inadequately supplied with
goo.d roads.
It seems to me that
when Congress undertakes in any
manner to take a broad view of for
eign complications, the question of
better roads must be a leading is
sue in such discussion, and as for
Maine, while it will shew an unusua’ hazard, it may mean an equally
unusual opportunity to get funds for
better roads.

U)R SAXiE— Edison Dictating
maeliiue. In first olase condition. Infak'd at Maine Woods office.

HACKETT’S HORSE
RETURNED TO HIM
Shrewdness of Sheriff Small Secures
the Stolen Property.
With wonderful perseverance and
shrewdness Sheriff W. B. Small lias
followed up and secured the horse
stolen the 2d instant from N. J.
Hackett, and has also ✓ arrested two
jnen suspected c f the theft.
The
horse was met in the road in Turn
er on Friday last by Mr. Small, and
later the wagon and other pieces of
the outfit were traced out and seiz
ed.
The horse, 'wagon and other
tilings had all been traded off by
tie alleged
thieves,
who
were
brought to Farmington and on Mon
day were bound over in the Munici
pal court and held in bonds' of $500
each.
They have not yet secured
bail.
Ti e men are Charles Camp
bell alias Charles Mayberry of Dry
Mills, and Hervey R. Ayles of LewWen. The rifles these men
had
borrowed of Mac Bubiecr and Sumner
Huff, the young son of Riley Hufif
bad been sold to Ed Morey of Dry
Mi’ls; these were recovered.
M.
F. Lovell and son of Yarmouth, wiio
had swapped wagons with, the alleg
ed thieves refused to give up the
Hackett vehicle and were therefore
bound oven to the next term of the
Cumberland County Supreme Judicial
court.

FOXES W A N T E D
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young-. Also
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
named animals at all times o f year. Write or
wire what you have to offer, stating lowest
price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
mefor prices and information before buying.
M. F. STEVENS.
Dover. Maine
TeL 64.15

WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE
YOUR CATCH GF RAW FURb IF
OUR BAITS ARE USED. With each
bottle we give a written guarantee,
and if not satisfied your money will be
returned. We must please you or lose
money.
5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY
BEfcN SOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY
BACK.
_________
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR
will lure all flesh eating animals such as
the raccoon, mink, skunk, civet, -erm
ine, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
For luring muskrats only. Price (100150sets) $1.00 postpaid.
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
For luring beaver only. Price (100-150
sets) $1.00 postpaid.
TRAIL SCENT
For making trails to and from sets.
Very powerful odor.
Economical to
use. Price $1.00 postpaid.
3Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00
DON’T WASTE YOUR TIME AND
MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY
OR MAY NOT BE GOOD. USE AT
TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RE
SULTS—AN INCREASED CATCH.

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.

„

FOR

CUNS AND
FISH-RODS
William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ev£r made.

NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil. Use NYOIL on evetything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mau.

ganize a railroad, while it is prac
tically impossible to disorganize an
|automobile service.

FOX HUNTING
SEASON OPENS
frap Shooting, Golf and Tennis
Players Busy at Pinehurst.
PINEHURST, N. C., December 10—
The eleventh annual holiday golf
tournament, which starts December
28 and concludes on the 31st, in
augurates toe more important golf
wants long,
connected to get a good practical man to de tournaments, on the Country Club
|/mobilist
thoroughfares.
vote his ENTIRE time during the schedule, immediately preceding the
How are both to be provided? I snowless months to dragging and pa twelfth annual midwinter meeting
answer, not by class crit'cism and trolling toe town roads.
which starts January 5th
glitter ng generalities, but by the
The full week of January 11-16 will
act ve, intelligent, CHARITABLE IN
be devoted to the annual winter
TEREST of both parties.
The Leg H O W
THE
AUTO.
ASSO.
CAN
meeting of the Advertising Golfers,
islature has made a Law which un
H
E
L
P
.
tb^ eighth, annual midwinter
trap
dertakes to do both of these things.
shooting
handicap,
January
19-23,
A fund is provided for through lines
And your Automobile Association
ir the bond issue; a fund is pro can render another distinct service. and the fifth annual midwinter ten
vided for country roads by special Use your influence toward the for nis tournament, Jan. 25-30, rounding
appropriatiep.
But the Granger mation of County. Good Roads asso out the month.
Remarks of Lyman H. Nelson at
Fox hunting season opens next
annual
meeting
of
automobile knows to his discomfort that im ciations, whose main object shall
week
when, polo play will also be
Association, Port laud, December 21, provement under state-aid is very be to study the local road Jcondi
gin,
the
first of the season's ball
slow—each
town
can
improve
but
a
1914.
tions, and thus furnish both
the
games starting with the new year.
Mr. Nelson spoke first concerning short section each year, and he looks State Highway Commission and town
Herbert L. JiLlison,
volume of officials with reliable
the highway resolutions recently askance at the large
information
upon and substantial help.
Correspondent.
passed by the Maine State Grange money now being expended
You should
He calls them scenic use your best efforts to get Grang
at Lewistou, amd proceeded as fol through Iine<s.
boulevards and speedways, and Is ers and all interested in the sub
lows:
antagonistic to this ject to unite with these County Good
P IN E H U R S T S E T S T H E PACE
I want both the Grange and the "jealous and
Automobile Association to know that work. The law, however, REQUIRES Roads associations.
Work together
inter- as a County unit.
Get the County
the Highway CommU^on rejoices in tl< building of connected,
as Commissioners and the town road Provides Golf Equal to Most Scien
the interest both organizations are ccuntry through lines, as well
The commissioners and
selectmen to
taking in this great problem.
If state-aid or country roads.
tific Northern Courses Sa ys
you ask me what is the greatest need Granger knows this and why, there come to these meetings and d scuss
Boston Transcript.
1 will the whole subject from a count stand
for the future of Maine roads',
I fore, should he coinpla n.
It is because the point.
See to it that your country
say it is that more interest, more tell you why.
honest, intelligent, UNSELFISH in trunk lines are costing too much is getting a fair and equitable share
Even if the weather does continue
terest be taken in the matter by money and yielding too little mil of the State Bond money, and as
The road work on the state sist the Commission in seeing that exceedingly favorable for golf in the
the people of Maine.
The Highway eage.
north, the movement toward the south
problem is the greatest single prob highway system has been going on that money is expended to toe best
ern courses has begun and will gather
lem in Maine to-day—the one ques the past year in every county. The advantage in each county.
momentum from this time on. There
Granger
has
seen
it
and
knows
it
is
Don’t commit the folly of think
tion vitally affecting more people
never was a time when the south had
ing that automobi.lists are the only
than any other.
And yet compar costly work.
more to offer the golfer than it has
It
is
doubtful
if
the
first
million
people interested in better
roads.
atively few realize this.
this winter and its resources, in the
dollars
of
our
bond
issue
will
yield
Get
everyone
to
join
in
a
genuine
The economic development of our
matter
of links and accommodations,
proposed good roads movement, in which all
state, whether from the
farmers’ over 140 miles out of a
doubtless will be taxed to an unusual
system
of
1300
miles.
The
roads
interests are represented.
standpoint or the tourists’ standpoint
degree both because of the natural
or the general business standpoint, built this year will average to cost
growth of the game and because of
the
state
approximately
$7,000
per
depends fundamentally upon better
the war in Europe.
They are good roads, ' thor
T H E W A R A N D F E D E R A L A ID
roads'.
And the best minds among mile.
For several years the south has
us should be bent toward a solut oughly built, the very kind of roads
The early improvement of all roads been taking a leaf out of the northern
the
automobilist
wants,
but
they
ion of the complex problems pre
in Maine or any other state is a book in the matter of providing for the
cost too much, and the money, there
sented.
practical impossibility by the people golfer, realizing that the better the
fore, yields too little mileage. Sup
of the state itself.
The job is too golfing layout the heavier the patron
posing this million dollars had been
big for the state to work out alone. age. The day has come when the
S Y M P A T H Y W IT H G R A N G E
spent in improving as best we could
Federal aid must come some day, southern resort is assured of the de
350 or 400 miles instead of 140; not
and while the European war may sired patronage merely because it has
I have complete sympathy with
so well/ port a pF, not quite so thor
for the present retard this movement some natural advantages and a south
ti q Grange and its demand for bet
oughly, but laid out on the general
ter roads from the farm.
Every principle of first making the roads from lack of revenue, it may be that ern climate. The development of golf
this same European war is the very has brought this change about to a
farmer, living as he does in a more
safe, safe for two vehicles to pass,
thing Congress needs to spur it on great degree.
or less isolated place, is DEPEND
Um sharpest curves eliminated and
to perfect Federal aid legislation.
ENT upon the road.
The city man
It might be said that Pinehurst set
the roads generally widened. Don’t
No one can review the current
has generally a good street, a good
the pace in regard to providing golf of
you , see that three times as many
history of toe European
conflict a character tqual to the most, scientifi
s dewalk or a trolley line lie can
people would have been benefited
without learning that the mobiliza- cally laid out courses of the north,
use, but the farmer has none of
and a good main road thus brought
|tlon in Germany and France was which is what could be expected of a
them.
For the hauling of
liis
that much nearer the great farming
j enormously expedited by their good resort superintended by a man like
farm products and supplies,
the
population?
And it is right along
roads, and that warfare is to depend Donald Ross. The courses at Pine
schooling of bis children, attendance
this line that the automobilist and
|in the future very largely upon the hurst, as he laid them out, are consid
at church and social events, he re
the Granger can get together.
If
motor driven vehicle for the distri ered among the most scientifically
quires a good road.
I am glad that
the former will yield somewhat of
th“ Grange is discussing and re his demand for a costly road, he bution of supplies, of men anid of trapped in the country and the placing
orddnance. They are now discussing of their traps has served as a model
solving upon this matter,
but
I
will find that the Grange opposi
would like to have the Grange get tion will be greatly reduced, and in i to Washington the state of prepared- for many a northern course. Other
right down to business and say what the long run both interests will be ness of this country for wa.r, and it southern courses have not been slow to
seems to me with all due respect follow the Pinehurst example, with the
they want i,n detail.
Their purpose
the better served.
The trunk line ! to toe deficiency, if any, in the
result that a golfer goes south nowa
is evident enough-—a road
from
wMl reach cut farther and faster, so
army and navy, the greatest defici- days with the knowledge that he is
every farm to the village or railroad
that the 'local farming community j ency of all is in good roads. Praefairly certain to find playing conditions
station, but what detailed plan have
can join it with a short build, and j tically none of the states of this fully as taxing upon his golfing skill as
they for accomplishing this much
the motor enthusiast will have a ; Union are in such condition at the a majority of the courses which he fre
desired result.
25,000 milies of road
400 mile goed, fair, safe ride rath present time that war materials quents in the north. In addition, he
cannot be built all at once.
If the
er than 130 miles of speedway.
|could be moved to points of pros- has his- troubles in overcoming the
work is to go on at all, it must be
! pective attack without great incon handicap of putting on sand greens
by some comprehensive, business-like
venience and loss of time because , and, for those who are in the habit of
system and method.
It is appar H O W T H E G R A N G E C A N
HELP
of toe condition of the roads. While pitching all their approaches, there is
ent to all that the general attitude
with the task of mastering the running ap
There is one particular, practical our country is well covered
taken by the Grange and the autorailroads,
toe
war
has
taught
this proach on many of the southern links.
way
in
which
the
Grange
can
prove
mobilist is quite opposite.
The
-The Boston Transcript.
Grange wants farm roads; the auto- of great help in this good roads de- lessen; that it takes little to disor-

STATE ROADS
COST TOO MUCH

Chairman Nelson Urges Economy
As Common Ground Between
Grange and Autoists

J
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Geo. Lang went out with his Win to Hallorwell for Christmas, then
chester for an afternoon and shot Portland and expect to return
a handsome buck, which be took to Phillips in two or three weeks.
his home in Andover.
For three week® there was the
best skating ever known
on the
Mooselookmeguntlc Lake and to and
from Upper Dam ten miles away,
Tom Piercy each Tuesday and Fri
day would skate across with
the
mail strapped to hi® back. Before
the lake froze over, when he could
not go in a row boat he had to
hike it around the lake shore fol
lowing the telephone poles.

iave advanced but very little.

to
to

One man had a lot of early caug]^
blue pelt skunks and lie expected
$2 straight per skin.
I think ft
received 75 cents per blue hide.

| Fly Rod s Note Book |

NOTES FROM
PENNSYLVANIA

BY FLY ROD
^ A v .v .v .v .v ...v .v .v .v .v .% v .v .v .

St. Anthony’s Cottage,
Phillips, Maine,
December 22, 1914.
A Happy New Year to everybody,
is the mesisiage I send on the breeze
from uip here In Maine, and before
the New year has grown old, may
peace again be on earth.
Now as never before is there a
chance for each, and every person,
by kind deeds, kind thoughts and
earnest prayers to help the needy,
comfort the suffering and cheer the
lonely.
I am glad that from every home,
and I trust every heart, aid and sym
pathy is now being sent to “our
brothers over the sea."

Lake,
2 bucks
W. P. Hodsdon, Auburn,
1 dee
ueon Turner, Buck field,
1 dee
Albert Hacker, Livermore
Falls,
1 buck
W. R. Crowell, Portland,
1 buck
P. L. Davisi, Rnnvford,
2 bucks
G. L. Stevens, Rumford,
2 bucks
B
D. Mitchell', Frye,
1 buck
Fred Turille, Ruck field,
1 buck
Paul Stevens, Hast Sumner, 1 doe
Joe A miming, East
Sumner,
2 bucks
W. J. Bryant, East Peru,
1 buck
As will be seen by this only 53
deer were shipped from Bemis this
year, which is a much less number
than usual, and only five were kill
ed by hunters ouit of the state.
Is there any person who thinks
there should not be a
resident
license for killing the deer which
are not as numerous as in the past?
A live deer inour forest
is worth,
more to Maine than the 48 deer
shipped from this little station to
near-by towns.

The readers of the Maine Woods
always look for items from the Ran
geley,s, and in glummer time 1 have
heard many say “ why don’t you tell
us more Range ley news in win ter
time?
We like to know how deep
thQ snow is, how thick the ice and
when they begin to cut wood for
ti e camps, etc.”
Bemis is a quiet little hamlet in
From letters that have come to me
There Is no public
this week, some of them
Uncle winter time.
Sam’s mail clerk brought ori bis back highway that reaches here.
from
as be skated ten miles across the j In the morning the train
Mooselookimegiuntic Hake, I
learn Oquossoc stops long enough for the
passengers, mail and express.
most interesting things.
. Then until the whistle is heard
The following is the list of the a« the train comes through the
deer that were shipped from Bemis wilderness, down from the Summit,
Ralph Stone, the obliging
station
this sfeason:
G B. Bearce, Lerwistan,
1 buck H^ent has a long day in which to
answer the chick, click of the tele
H. P. Stevens, Cambridge,
Mass.,
1 buck graph, or the telephone.
Cummings’ birch mill is running
E. W. Kingsbury,
Portland,
lbuck, 1 doe this winter, but the paper company
have shut down their mill until the
Mrs. W. E. Stevens, East
thousands of cords of pulp wood that
Peru,
1 doe
Irving Hodsdon, Lisbon,
1 buck are waiting have been shipped.
Tbe *flag is flying from the little
E. K. Bly, Lewiston,
1 doe
s< lioolliouse and the happy children
E. P. Webster, Auburn,
1 (foe
J. E. Kincaid, Lewiston,
1 buck are not anxious for vacation.
Three weeks ago Rev. Fr. T. J. Me
L. G. Durgin, Lewiston,
1 buck
Laughlin of Farmington, who has
Tom White, Lewiston,
1 doe
charge of this mission, spent Sun
R. A. Jullia, Lewis ten,
1 doe
day at Bemis, which was a happy
John Orino, Rumford,
1 doe
event for the people, and nearly 50
J. H. Williams, Rumford,
1 doe
C. Day, Lewiston,
2 bucks crowded the little schoolbouse
to
attend mass on Sunday morning.
Harold Ferguson, Vassalboro, 1 doe
Dexter W. Littlefield.
Geo. Lang who for years lias been
Boston,
lbuck, 1 doe very popular with the traveling pub
Arthur Lovejoy,
lic, takes' general charge
of the
Boston,
1 buck, 1 doe place for Capt. Barker; runs the
store and post office, assisted
by
Walter Eglus, South
Windham,
1 buck Win. Myers, who was clerk at the
Birches this summer.
C. C. Moulton, South
Windham,
1 buck
“ The winter house” is where the
Sam Snow, Mechanic Falls, 1 doe
few travelers are entertained and
Geo. Lang, Rumford,
1 buck Mias Jessie O’Neil is always sure
Geo. E. Huskins, Auburn,
1 doe
to have everything in shape and a
Carl Huskins, Lewiston,
1 doe
good dinner.
She has Mrs. Fred
Chas. Cummings, Auburn,
1 buck Noble to help her.
C. L. Ripley, Rumford,
1 doe
Joe Gammon, Canton, 1 buck, 1 doe
Mr. Farrington of New York was
G. F. Knight, Jay,
1 buck at Bemis for three weeks’ hunting
L. P. Merrill, Rumford,
2 does this fall with Billy Myers, guide,
J. W. Bowin, Watervjille,
1 doe
and they had great tramps through
A. Sargent, Sebago Lake,
2 does the forest, but did ,not get the 10Arthur Roberts, Sebago
point deer they were after.

Taking it as a whole and as j
don’t hunt only as a side line j
have caught more game to date than
in any two years before, and I have
reason to beLieve one other man
has' done equally as well. This ap
plies duly to fur game and certain
kinds of eatable game and other,
wise.

Writer Catches More Fur Than
For Past Two Years

F. L. Butler,
Tuesday there was a letter from
Mrs. Chas. Grant in the pack Tom
brought from Upper Dam.
It was
a welcome letter, and brought the
good news that all were well and
happy, cozy and comfortable,
and
many who spend tbe summer there
will be eager for the report.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chadwick, Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Grant and their
childen are as usual living in their
cottage.
At the hotel most of the rooms
are closed.
The piano was moved
over to the big dinting room and as'
they have a vicitrola, there is music
and dancing evening®. Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Marston, Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Mason and the “ school inarm'’ live
there, while at tbe workmen’s camp
Lorenzo Miller, Dick Marston, Joe
Mercier and Joe Morin smoke the
pipe of peace after the day’s work
is done.
Just now the crew of men are
cutting the wood for the hotel and
camps, which they will haul down
from the woods and cut later.
If one does not think, when
in
summer they keep their camp fire
burning the season through, that it
does not take some wood to keep
warm they should be at Upper Dam
and help swing the axe, and saw
the 100 cords or more, for there Is
always a big pile of dry hard wood
at each camp.
Then the ice house is a big one
and later the boys keep quiet and
cut ice.

Union
To the

City,

Editor

of

Pa.,

Dec.

M a in e

16.

“ UNCLE DAN”
WHITEH0USE 82

W oods:

We have had a fine run of sleigh
ing up here in North Pennsylvania.
More snow is falling and so i® the
mercury.
Tuesday morning the
mercury registered 25 degees above
zero, this within 12 feet of tbe kit
While the fact was not generally
known, Daniel Whltehouse had
chen stove; some cold, what?
On Thanksgiving day my wife and birthday Wednesday, Dec. 16, and
passed the S2d milestone of his
I got two skunk®, one
opossum,
Kennebec
two rabbits, and a gray squirrel. An life’s journey, says the
Journal.
Mr. Whitehous© did not
other day we got two No. I skunks
and two rabbits'.
I shot two fox tell anyone of tine fact but never
squirrels the last day of the hunting theless some cf his friends at the
Abnaki Club renuembered it, and
season.
while he with, others was enjoying a
A regular army of night hunters
quiet game of whist in the chi broom
are tramping ovier the fields and
that afternoon he was made the
through the woods., if our brush can
recipient of a box of 100 of his fey.
be termed as such..
There are 100
crite cigars, the honors of the oc
hunters to one of varmints,
and
casion being done by saying that
even worse in places.. The only
lie never was a speech-maker and
exception to this rule is in the case
that probably Mr. Dudley had lauded
of squirrels, and skunks, and possi
lum rather highly, but that he ap
bly rabbits, and weasels.
preciated the gift, and the depth of
I wrote a iengthy article on skunks his appreciation was fully understood
and the material damage they do by his friends present when in clos
farmers and what little good they ing his remarks he assured them
do, if any, to one, for publication, that if they were only young lades
but it was cast aside, , and anotlier ( he wouLd kiss every one of them.
man’s article, wihiclli favored
new I
laws, closed season, on—skunks; the
thousands upon thousands of dollars ^ E L M W O O D H O T E L A R R I V A L S
worth of good, said skunks do for ;
farmers and a lot of other similar
Tommy rot, got up specially to fool i Wednesday, Dec. 9, E. A. Williams,
the people and work a few extra dol- j Bath; Chas. Stuart. Rangeley; L C.
lars out of poor people, by e x tra . Bailey, Portland; W. E. Lawless, Anlaws, etc.
No man with common i burn; F. Prince, Brattlebo.ro. Thurs
The children at Upper Darn are sense favors a new law that direct day, Dec. 10, Holman M. Barnes, A.
greatly enjoying their winter school ly or indirectly
takes away his A. Chapman, A. E. Farris, Portland;
wit hi Miss Mary Tiitcomib of Walnut bread.
A. L. Artz, Boston; Dan T. Adams,
Hill for teacher, and the work they
I don’t and never did favor wan Farmington; C. A. Lander, Boston,
are doing i® an honor to any pupil ton butchery of our wild game, but Friday, Dec. 11, B. F. I^amb, Port
from country or city school.
again 1 must remind this
author land; E. I. Herrick, Rangeleyj H.
As the water in the lake is down that the farmer and land owner’s H.
Kimball, Waterville; W. H.
to the lowest possible mark tbe sazw rights should first be considered. All Adams, Boe-ton; F. L. Wilder, WLHoo
mill is not running.
the skunks in the United States don’t Saturday, Dec. 12, Mr. and Mrs. H.
There is very little water in the do one-eighth of the good this au A. Furbish, Rangeley; A. L. Wilder,
pood and as there was not enough,
thor claims they do.
I have ob Wilton; F. N. Beal, Phillips; W. E.
for the trout and salmon to come served, and examined skunks
Sunday. Dec. 13, A
for Alien, Bangor.
up from the other lakes, no
trap years.
Monday, Dec. 14,
Do I,—o r don’t
I know J. Bransconubes.
was set to take spawn for the fish whereof I speak?
Do my years of H. J. Cross, Augusta; J. B. Tomlin
hatchery at Oquossoc as usual in
experience count for anything? An son, Thayer Ellis, ILangeley; F. J.
the fall.
open season on skunks, any from Tay, Boston; J. J. Caseedy, Hallow“ We think the ice strong enough
October 20. to March 30, would be ell; C. W. Steele, Farmington; C.
for a team
but nohorse has been
all right.
In some seasons an earl P. Sawyer, G. R. McLaughlin, H. T.
over yet” Mrs. Grant wrote.
ier and later date would do, but not Leighton, R. A. Bragg, J. J. Carroll,
They have, both young and
odd
always.
John. J.
McIntosh, J. A. Wright,
had great sport skating, but the last
Portland; A. M. Palmer, Saco; W.
Wonders
never
cease
it
is
said.
snow ha® covered the ice and now
Tuesday, Dec.
A short time ago one of my cous O., Stevens, Boston.
it wild be snow shoeing.
15, P. N. Watson, Brunswick; N. P.
Down to
MiddleDam, Mr.
and ins while duck hunting akmg French
At first Noble, Kathleen Noble. Plvllipa; W
Mrs. Geo. Allen are the only people, creek saw a large otter.
he
mistook
it
for
a
big
dog.
The H. Adahifi, Boston; W. O. Stevens.
for Capt. and Mrs. Coburn returned
Boston; R. A. Bragg, A. M. Palmer,
to Andover to spend the winter at otter dove, and went under a large
This Is the first J. M. DeShon. F. M. Owen, R. D.
their home there a® soon as they over-turned root.
that has been seen in 30 or mbre Seabury, C. C. Files, Portland; F. C.
dosed Lakewood.
This Shackford, Auburn; H. M. Bowes,
There is
alwaysplenty of
good years along F*enoh creek.
Thomaston.
Wednesday, Dec. II,
one
no
doubt
oaine
up
from
the
reading, as the library at
Upper
L.
F.
Cook,
Portland;
C. C. Whitney.
Dam, which wa® given by the guests big waters, or else from New York
D
ix
field;
L.
G.
Morse,
Waterville;
Tbe otter made good his
i,s a good one, and the winter days state.
Clarence Weed, Stamford, Conn.; T.
and evenings are busy and happy, escape.
Wiley, Boston.
for all who are there and may each
A few day® ago a man saw two
be blesesd with good health
and deer near hi® home at Waterford.
have a welcome for the city folks
Later these same deer were seen
who even now are planning
for by another man in the pine woods
their return to Upper Dam early in near beaver dam.
They appeared
the season.
to be quite tame.

PERFECT HEALTH

T o make a “ batch”

old-fashioned, whole
some, home-made bread, a

of

is

r>*la

nice light cake and perhaps a
pie or two—the kind of good liv
ing that makes the family smile.
All from William Tell and all
always good — because this is
the all ’ round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.
Extra nutritious and goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
process of milling yours only in
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Capt. Fred C. Barker is now in the
sunny south, where he lias a host of
friends who are always glad to greet
him as he goes to the
different
places.
Just after Thanksgiving he went
to Portland, where his automobile
had been put in perfect order and
from there he made the trip by auto
to New York.
From -this city he
shipped his machine to Jacksonville,
Fla., and now letters and cards are
being received from him as _he stops
at the different cities and
towns
on bis southern auto trip.
“ A Happy New Year to you Capt.”
many friends are calling
from
Maine, and all will be glad to re
ceive the hearty handshake
and
kindly greeting when you return in
the springtime.
Fly Rod.
P. S.
It is> said “ A woman al
ways adds a postscript” and »o 1
will say that to-morrow I am going

The price of skunk skins has ad
vanced to $1.50 for No. 1. $1 for
No. 2, and so on down. Other furs
MiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHimiuiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiraiMiiMiiiiji

I Catering to "Up State” Folks I

IS A PRICELESS BLESSING.

Poverty with health Is better than
luxury without it.
Yet the cost of
good health is trifling.
Thousands
of families enjoy perfect
health,
through the aid of “ L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine.

1®CHASEHOUSE!
434 Congress St.,

| PORTLAND, MAINE
| Erected in ^911, anil positively the on ly §
Fireproof Hotel in the City
| Elevator Service, Private and Public 1
| Baths and e v e r y convenience for the com- |
| fort of guests including

j
|
1

j

HOT AND COLD RUNNING
WATER AND LOCAL AND
LONG
DISTANCE TELEPHONE IN EVERY ROOM

Mrs. McAlpine of Prentiss, Maine,
says:

|
1

“ We always keep “ L. F.” Atwood's
Medicine In the house. It is the only
We
| medicine used in our family.
think very highly of It.”

SPLENDID R ESTAURANT CONNECTED
| FEATURING PO: ITLAR PRICE MENUS f

1 American Plan $2.50 per day, upward h
| Enropenn Plan S i,00 per day, npward ?
| Latter* o f Inquiry r o « a r d ln » r a ta , o to , prom ptly anaw orad

As a reliable relief from Btomacb
troubles and indigestion—a certain
correction for constipation—the best
banlsher of biliousness, headache and
colds—“ L. F.” is New England’s fav
orite remedy.

(Signed) Katie McAlpine.
Get a big 35 cent bottle or a free

■§

H E. THURSTON. R. F. HIHMELEIN, 1
Proprietor*.
niiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimmiimimimuiitiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiHiniiiiiuuiii

“ L.
M«.

F.”

Trial Sample To-day.
MEDICINE CO., Portland,
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MANY SPORTSMEN
ATTEND MEETING
President George A. Lawyer of
Watertown Presiding at
Big Convention.
Tliat vermin kill much more game
than do hunters was the statement
made by J. B. Burnham, chairman
of the Law an<l Legislation Com
mittee of New York at the morn
ing session of the fiftieth
annual
convention of the State Fish, Game
and Forest League, which was in
session at the Hotel , Utica.
Mr.
Burnham was of the opinion that
the vermin in New York State
should be reduced.
Credentials from 43 organizations
in various parts of the state, rep
resenting 12,000 sportsmen,
have
been received by the secretary of
the convention, Louis C. Andrews.
An informal “ get-together” meeting
of the delegates was held at the
hotel.
President George A. Lawyer of
Watertown delivered an address of
welcome.
A large number of resolutions per
taining to various! topics were read,
amended and adopted.
J. D. Burn
ham’s talk gn “ Gam-g Refuges" prov

W OODS,

Association, Rome— Delegates', Harry
Ackley, Henry Siohmeible; alternates,
D. C. Brogan, John J. Resumes.
Carthage Rod and Gun Club, Carth
age— Delegates, A. M. Griffin, Will
iam A. Arnott.
Chenango County Fish., Game and
Gun
Club,
Norwich—Delegates,
George Lincoln, L. H. Burnside.
Herkimer Hunting Club, Herkimer
Delegates, A. B. Klock, George C.
Miller; alternates, Lecn Klock, Frank
Groves.
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Me LAIN AND
THE BEAR
Being' the* True Solution of How
the Mighty Hunter Escaped
From Bruin’s Clutches

The Courier Gazette’s bear problem
Watang Club, Richfield Sprill go—
has been much discussed through
Delegates, J. F.
Welden, Edward
out the country the past week, and
Tent; alternates, S. H. Conklin, W.
many ingenious theories have been
B. Rankin.
advanced as to how Alexander Mc
Johnstown Forest, Fish and Game Lain escaped from bruin’s clutches.
Club.
Johns to wm— Delegates, H. A. For the benefit of those who may
Van Trump, W. C. Hutch in.
not have seen it, we re-publish the
Utica Fish and Game Protective original:
Association, Utica—Delegates, W. E.
“Referring to the achievements of
W olcott, Fred J. Davi's; alternates, some mighty bear hunter a Boston
Harry Lancaster, Tom W. Johnson.
newspaper recently asserted that the
Bird and Anglers’
Association, |Maine record is probably held by
Oneida—Delegates, Dr. C. Fred Mon the late Alexander McLain cf Matroe, Hugh Parker; alternates, Thom tawamkeag who had slain 292 in his
Mr. McLain, as the name
as A. Devereux, Willard H. Merrill. day.
might
indicate,
was a native of Ag>-1
Schenectady County Fish and Game
Association, Schenectady—Delegates, pleton, and a brother of the late
J. S. Apperson, W. H. Jackson; al Alvin McLain of this city. He mov
ed to Mattawamkeag where he work
ternates, F. P. Veile, F. W. Storin.
ed as boss river-driver, and there
Jefferson County Sportsmen’s Ass
he also served as deputy
sheriff.
sociation—Delegatee, A. N. McCu.tch
Between whiles he sought the lair
in, W. C. Mattisom.
of bruin, and was so
successful
Whitest own
Sportsmen’s Associa that his fame spread beyond
the
tion, Whitesboro—Delegates, Jamesi state. With a supply of cheese and
Corbett, F. Mark el,
crackers in his pockets he was

rxx:
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AN IDEAL
CHRISTMAS GIFT
X
For your friend who is inter
ested

in Outdoor life, nothing

will be

more

acceptable

than

a year’s subscription to the

MAINE WOODS
It will bring the outing news
to him every week and the gift
will be appreciated and the giver
will be remembered throughout
the year.

It is not very expen

sive, either.

X

Schenevus Fish and Game Club, knQwn to track a bear for 10 days
ed to be very interesting. Tie stated
Schenevus—Delegates, Herbert Ber On a stretch, always returning with
that the state should be doited j
his prize.
nard, W. F. Newal.
with places where game would be
“ One day, when he had nearly
Henderson
Fish
and
Game
Protec
safe.
“ Vermin kills more
gam
reached the age of 80, he found a
than do shooters,’ ’ said he in point tive Association, Henderson—Dele
bear in one of his traps and under
ing out the need of reducing the gates, Ebern C. Sawyer, Bert Tyler.
took to club it to death. The weap
Castile
Sportsmen’s
Club,
Castile
vermin.
on broke when it came in contact
Dr. C. C. Adams of the New York — Delegates, R. F. Scharnstein, T.
with the bear’s head, and the veter
F
Marsh.
State Department of Forestry at
an hunter fell into bruin’s ' arms.
Anglers’ Association cf the
St.
Syracuse University spoke at length
Presence of mind saved him from th
Cf the need of knowing more about Lawrence River—Delegates, Charles
fate of being crushed or torn tc
R.
Skinner,
A.
C.
Cornwall;
alter
fish and game. Dr. Ad anus’ home
X X
x>c
>oc
nieces.
Ilis n thod of escape was
is in the Middle West and he told nate, W. H. Thompson.
so interesting and unique that we
his hearers that the New York State
Niagara County
Anglers’ Club,
are minded to let our readers do
sportsmen have an excellent reputa Lockport—Delegates,
what she supposed was a real bear ers’ Association, the first of its kind in
Matthew H. a bit of guessing on it.”
walking in on his hind feet, gave the United States, and the only associ
tion throughout the West.
Hoover, Karl S. Brong.
Several guesses have already been
The features of the social, session
Cayuga Ccunty Fish and Game published, and many have offered a scream and jumped through the ation of the nature in the world except
window, sash and all and his four one on Prince Edward Island.
will include an illustrated
lecture Club, Auburn— Delegates, John L.
theirs verbally.
Here are
two
teen children ran in all directions.
with splendid motion picture films AJnoett, Charles A. Hind; alternates,
The object of the association is to
others which came in yesterday
Some jumped into bed and covered standardize the better breeds of silver
showing scenes in Africa, by Carl John F. Tryon, Dr. S. E. Austin.
morning’s mail:
themselves under the bed clothes, black foxes, and to establish pedigreed
Aekeley, wlio was with
Colonel
Erie County Society for the ProGlencove, Dec. 12.
seme crawled under the beds and stock of certain strains, which shall be
Roosevelt on his expedition in the
! tection of Birds, Fish and Game, Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
some followed their mother out of recognized. Those of inferior stock,
dark continent, and an interesting
Buffalo— Delegates, Henry B. Sound
Concerning Mr. McLain’s escape
the window.
He then threw off which do not come up to the standard
exhibit by John B. Burnham, presi
ers, William Ahicao.
from the bear.
Gtaess No. 1.
He
the skin and getting his family to imposed by the assreiation, will not be
dent of the American Game Protec
Rap-Shaw Fishing Club, Buffalo— expectorated tobaoo juice in bruin’s
gether and calmed down, he and two admitted to be regular silver black
tive Association. Among others who
The bear, in his
frantic
Delegatee, Joseph S. Yeungs, A. B. eyes.
of hiis oldest boys went back and foxes, and the association will do all in
are expected to he ik attendance this
haste to scratch the fiery stuff from
IWright.
brought in the bear’s carcass. The its power to acquaint the public and
evening are:
George E. Van KenSt. Lawrence County Fish
and his eyes, forgot that he had a hu skin was sent to the Smithsonian buyers with known silver black for
nan and John D. Moore of the New
man being to hug.
No. 2.
He
Institute and mounted and is there fraiids.
York State Conservation Comim'issicn Game Club, Canton—Delegates, W il
(McLain) lit a card of matches and
liam
G.
Bell,
Joseph
F.*
Sweet.
now, as you can easily find out by
Dan Beard. ex-presdci'A
of
tthte
Morris F. Stevens of Dover, owner
Chemung County Forest, Fish and held to the nose of the bear. When writing to Scott Kittredge. I have of a successful fox ranch in that town,
Camip Fire Club of America, and
Bruin
smelled
of
the
composition
of
stated only bear facts.
well known writer of boys’ stories, Game Protective Association, Elmira
originated the idea of forming an asso
Hades, he fled in mortal terror.
L. E. Fogg.
acd Dr. C. C. Adam si of the New —Delegates, E. A. O’Connor, L. C.
ciation, which met with a ready re
Buster K.
York State College of Forestry. All Andreiwst
* * * *
sponse from other breeders in this
* * * *
who are interested in fish, game
Fonda Fish, Game and Conservat
state, ' Mr, Stevens has become
South Thormaston, Dec. 14.
An Ash Point woman offers the
and forest matters will be welcome.
ion Club, Fonda— Delegate®, E. Corn Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
wealty from his dealings in foxes, ac
theory that the bear was already
Both Auburn and Buffalo are mak ing Davis, T. P. Bowler.
cording to his fellow breeders, and is
I guess Mr. McLain spit tobacco dead—killed by the stroke of Mr.
ing strong bids for the 1915 conven
enthusiastic over the business.
Owl Sportsmen’s Club, Jamestown juice into the bear’s eyes, which of
McLain’s
club.
tion.
T*he organizations whose cre — Delegates, Leather S. Larkin, Jr.,
But the bear was very much alive,
Others present at the meeting wer£
dentials l ad been received were as Victor Lundgren; alternates, John C. course made them smart and burn,
and
as
lie
needed
his
paws
to
rub
L.
C. Sawyer of Dover, proprietor of
and
fully
determined
to
destroy
the
follows:
Swanson, Charles' L. Carlson.
his eyes he had to let up his hug- mighty hunter who had killed so the Sawyer Fox Farm; B. C. Perry of
Cortland County Sportsmen’s Asso
Onondaga County Anglers’ Associa gn g, then Mr. McLain used his ! many of his kind.
Alexander Mc Milbridge, owner ot the Perry farm in*
ciation, Cortland^-Delegates, W. D.
tion, Syracuse—J.. E. Bierhardt.
knife and made a slit in the bear’s Lain knew that the climax of his that town, and manager of the Maine*
Cloyes, W. C. Farley; alternate, A.
B,*
Nelliston Fish and Game Protec skin, near the tail, so he could get hunting career had arrived, and that Fur Ranch Co., West Rockport;
M. Schermbenhom.
He Harrington of Winter Harbor, treas
Mt. Upton Rod and Gun Club, Ml. tive Association, Nellistcn, J. Pres his fingers under the skin and be it was a fight to the finish.
urer of the latter company; and as rep
Upton—Delegates^ F. J. Paddock, J. cott Hudson, Joseph Holden and B. ing a man of great strength he got knew, also that if lie allowed the
resentatives of the Moosehead P. E.
bestride
the
bear’s
neck
and
ripped
W.
Nellis;
Wayne
County
Anglers’
bear
plenty
of
opportunity
to
exer
A. Remrick; alternates', J. K. Mal
Them the bear was cise its powerful arms
Association, John Wolvin and W. T. his skin off.
that the Island Silver Black Fox Co., Limited;
lory, Dr. A. L. Shaw.
so
disgusted
to
find
himself
skinned
Gavitt;
Western
New
York
Sportsistruggle
would
be
a
short
one, and : Howard Wood, chief warden of the inBernard Bay Fish and Game As
j land fisheries and game commission,
man’s
Association,
W.
S.
Gavitt,
J.
alive
that
he
just
laid
diown
and
died.
wholly in the bear’s favor.
sociation—-Delegates, Harry E. My
! Greenville; E. W. Vaughan, manager
Mr.
McLain
started
for
home
wrap
P.
Pa.palize,
A.
P.
Wilburn
and
J.
'Consequently lie resorted to what
ers, B. Del-hunt; alternates, William
i
When he the pugilists know as in-fighting, of the Greenville branch of the Guilford
A. An sen; Mongaup Forest
and ped in the bear’s skin.
Boot®, Jr.. Edward WLnne.
entered
h.is
house
his
wife,
seeing keeping very close to the bear’s i Trust Co., Greenville; Herbert W.
Game
Club,
Lebanon
Lawe,
Henry
Eagle Red and Gun Club, Allegany
|Ramsey, nanager of the Ramsey Fur
body.
He knew, also, that the Farm, Ltd., Truro, N. S.
--Delegates, Joseph. Hirsche, C. J. t». Culver and Charles T. 'Sherry;
Albany
County
Fish
and
Game
Club,
most sensitive portion of a bear’s
Niles; alternates, Henry Bockruyre,
The representatives of the companies
Albany, James C. Coltotiin and Eu
anatomy is its nose, and he bit
Clint’ n Smith.
f
discussed many matters of common in
gene
Crawford;
New
York
Associa
the
animal’s
nosie
so
fiercely
that
Akrcn Forest, Fish and
Stream
Game,
it finally released its death grip up terest.
Protective Association, Akron—Dele tion for the Protection of
John
C.,
O’Connor
and
Robert
B.
on
Mr. McLain, and whined like a
A committee was appointed consisting
gates, Ray E. Panfler, Leon W. PaxLavender; Riverside Game
Club,
child.
It was. the work of only a of Morris F. Stevens and B. C. Perry
OD.
few moments for the hunter to find to complete the organization. They
Willie ms c n, Rod and Gun Club— Oshvego, M. C. Worts and Emerson
H.
Stowell.
another
club and finish the beast, will meet at Bangor this week with
Delegates', J. A. Crane, L. M. Crough
but one f his arms had been badly Hon. Charles Daltonjof P. E. I., one of
er; alternates, Sam Van Horn, Dr.
injured during the encounter and
L M. Clark.
the foremost authorities on fox breed
his career as a bear hunter termin
Aftcn Rod acd Gun Club, At'ton R A B B I T H U N T E R F A T A L L Y S H O T
ing in the world, who will assist in or
ated
w'thi
this
incident.
"Delegates, L. D. Jones, B. S. KeaMaine has never produced
his- ganizing the new association. It is
tor; alternates, B. Y. McHugh.
undecided as to whether the associa
equal since.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.*
While rabbit hunting last week Wil
Tompkins County Fish and Game
Offers room with *hot and
tion „will be confined to the state of
C’Uibs:—Delegates, A. R. Sawyer, Dr. liam M. Hall, a farmer aged 55 was
cold water for $1.00 per day
G. C. Emhrody; alternates,
John fatally shot through the stomach.
Maine, in which case it will be known
BLACK FOX B R EE D ER S
and up, which includes free
He was believed to have been the i
Vatm, Frank C. Barr.
use of public si ower baths.
as the Maine Silver Black Fox Breed
Owasco Lake Anglers’ Association victim of an accident, due to the
Nothing to Equal This in New England
Formed an Organization
to Stand ers Association, or whether it will he
Auburn—.Delegates, George H. Nye, careless handling of his slhot gun,
of wider scope, embracing New Eng
Rooms with private bathe
John U. Ross; alternates,
W. A. which apparently had been dragged
ardize Breeds.
for
$1.50
per
day
and
up;
land, in which case it would be the
along
the
ground,
but
an
inquest
was
Hoagland, Louis' H. R. Laird.
suites of two rooms and bath
John Graham, who start
New England Silver Black Fox Breed
Niagara Sportsmen’s Association— ordered.
for $4.00 per day and up.
Silver black fox breeders and pro ers’ Association. For a while, atleast,
Delegates,' H. D. Billings, B. F. Van- ed out with Mm discovered the body
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF prietors of silver black fox farms in
sooni after hearing a gun discharged.
Deuberg.
the headquarters of the association
Strietly a Temperance Hotel
Maine met Saturday at Penobscot Ex
Oneonta—Deleates, George Wohille- Both barrels of Hall’s weapon con
Send for Booklet
will be in Bangor.—Rockland Courier
tained empty shells, one of which
t*r, the Hon. Lav/erne B. Butts.
STORBR F. CRAFTS* Gen. Manner change, Bangor, and made plans for Gazette.
organizing a Silver Black Fox Breed
Rome Fish and Game Protective had just been fired.

$1.00 a Year for the Outing Edition
$1.50 for the Local Edition

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin

House

and

"P L E A S E SEND US SOME NEW T O Y S

Camps

A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to R angeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles being a distance o f 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly
fishing the whole season T he house and
cam ps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tainclim bing autom obiling, etc.
Write for booklet.

H. P. M cK EN N E Y . P ro p rie to r.

Jackm an, Maine

Are You Going Hunting?
If so, write me the number of persons in your party,
how long you wish.to stay in camp, and let me tell you

THE

EXACT

COST

of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
rates to all during October and November. I will also
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.

Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine

YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
aS H B
AT

*

The G arry P on d G am ps
Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
be opened for the hunters October first. Most
all heavy supplies will be fo r sale » t the Camps,
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
moose and bears. Write for information to

HENRY J. LANE,
i Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
OTTER POND CAMPS
A re open to accommodate sportsmen for fish|ingand hunting. Send for circular.

lohn ©arville’s @amps IGEORGE H.

Charles Smith p f Strong was in town
XMAS GAIETIES
the latter part o f the week on business.
During his stay he was the guest of hi3
Mrs. Frank Badger
MANIFEST HERE sister,
L. N. Haley returned home Saturday

j night, much improved in health after
undergoing a serious operation at the
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
Massachusetts General hospital.
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
Exercises were held at the sub-Pripurest of spring water and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
mary room Friday afternoon, followed
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
I f yov want to know what is what in the Hunt
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
by a Christmas tree. The Primary and
cmkrown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.
(Special Correspondence.)
It
is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
Intermediate
rooms a l s o enjoyed
it roams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. 60 cents. Every issue is crammed full o f valuable
Rangeley. Dec. 22 —Quite the most Christmas trees but no program. Santa
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family information on Hunting, Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
luramer resort. Telephone communications with dermy. eto., that could not be obtained elsewhere exciting basket ball game of the season Claus was present and helped dispose
Milage and doctor. References furnished- Terms at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
S. C. Wellman, publisher. Dept, M.. Huntington. was played at the rink Saturday even of the gifts in the two smaller rooms.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
W. Va.
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
ing between the High School and the The Grammar school was entertained
All Star Town teams. The game was by the High school, who held speaking
a walkover from the first, due the exercises. Many parents and friends
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
Blakesiee Lake Camps
High school say, to the superior visited the respective rooms.
On Rangeley Lake.
The
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
T horoughly modern. On direct automobile strength of the All Stars, while the schools closed Friday for a two'weeks’
A famous resort for anglers and hun- route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
champions claim it is due to their supe recess
iers. Write for illustrated booklet and July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
rior skill.
However, the resulting
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st.
Saturday night the following young
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Jkinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
score
was
60
to 5 in favor of the All people arrived home for the Christmas
Raugeiey, Maine.
Maine.
Stars. Following is the line u d :
holidays with their respective parents:
•All Stars.
R. H. S.
Mason and Emma Russell, Harwood,
Cleon Oakes, 1g Chillis, Marion Quimby, Howard HerV. Oakes, If,
W E S T
E N D
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled H. Lamb, rf,
H. Riddle, lg r ek. Miss Faye Worthlev is expected
—Best of hunting—Special rates for D. -Pillsbury, c,
Marshall, rg Wednesday night and Miss Eula PhilH O T E L
June, September, October and NovemC. Jones, lg,
Dill, c brick arrived Friday.
M. C ASTN ER, Proper, b er-W rite for Booklet.
H. Huntoon, If
W. Raymond, rg,
1 Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Two large sleighs from here upon in
Carlton, rf vitation of Miss Sarah M. Soule drov?
Pleasant Island,
Maine.
Portland,
Maine
Ref., Reed Ellis; umpire, Lynwood to the Dallas school beyond Dead River
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Ellis.
station and took part in the Christmas i
Maine vacationists, tourists and sporty RANGELEY LAKES
Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite
Goals from floor: Dill, 4; Marshall, festival at the close of the school term.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork forCamp
free circular
12; Carlton, 7; Huntoon, 4; Riddle, 1; After the •xercises by the school, i
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
R.
H. S , 1.
Santa Claus proceeded to unload the
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
Goals from fouls; Marshall, 4; V. well filled tree. The exercises were I
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly Oakes 1; H. Lamb, 2.
well carried out and showed much work
American plan. Send for circular.
fisning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
The snow roller was out for the first on the part of the teacher, Miss Stella
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.
time this season Monday. Joe Lamb Getcheli. Those attending from this
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
also scraped the sidewalks, which add town were Rev. and Wrs. H. A. Childs,
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England, Best black bass fishing in the world,
ed much to the comfort of pedestrians. Mrs. F. B. Colby, Mrs. A. M. Ross, '
bast, trout fishing in Maine.
DEAD R IV E R REGION
Miss M. Elizabeth Arms, a repre- ; Mrs. G. Lafayette Kempton, Mrs. H.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
sentative
from the Augusta Children’s A. Furbish, Mrs. Aar< n Soule, Mrs.
particular. Maine’ s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting Home, is in town soliciting funds for I Ansel Soule, Miss Sarah M. Soule, Miss
OUANANICHE LODGE.
She is stopping with Mrs. ; Katherine Nice Miss Velma TomlinGrand Leke Stream, Washington Co.. Me.
Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. same.
World wide known for its famous fishing, section
Frank Kempton.
vacation and hunting country.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
|son. Miss Irene Kempton, Mrs. James
N orw ay Pines House and Camps, Dobsis Lake
A Christmas tree will be held at the !j Mathieson.
Most attractive situation m Maine. Good
church Friday evening. A short pro
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
The teachers left Saturday for their
machines. From there one can take steam ei to
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
gram has been arranged by tl e com respective homes during the holidays.
any part o f the lane territory. T he best hunt
AND LOG CAMPS.
Png, fishing and vacation section o f beautiful
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region. mittee, Mrs. G. Lafayette Kempton, :
Mrs. Frank Badger is entertaining
Washington Co. Address for particulars W. G. Special June and September rates. Booklet.
ROSE. Manager. Princeton, Me.. Dec, 1st to
MRS F. B. BURNS. ! Mrs. H. A. Childs and Mrs. Aaron her friend, Miss Vera Hinkler, of WilApril 1st.
i Soule.
l ton.
Mr. and Mrs. George Snowman left
Miss Mary Mulkem has returned
Monday morning for Portland where
after a visit with
relatives and
they will spend several weeks with
! friends in Massachusetts.
their daughter, Mrs. James Went
The many friends of Mrs. O. R.
worth.
Rowe
tendered her a post card showMiss Kemp, who has been caring for
at Spring Lake

McKENNEY, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.

Exciting Basket Ball Game—Young
People Home For Vacation.

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

a.

BIC RESULTS
F R O M S M A L L ADS .

Mrs. O. R. Rowe, returned to Port- ier last * 1iday‘
land F rid ay.
i The teachers and a few Invited
Lest dr iVlaguire is clerking for W. D. guests enjoyed a small
Christmas
i Quimby during the holidays.
tree at the home o f Mr. ahd Mrs.
Mrs. A. H. Sprague leaves Wednes- A. L. Oakes Friday evening upon
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms, day for an ex'ended absence of several invitation of the Misses Jones, Weeks
’ I months The first week she will be Iand Adams.
The gifts were numerBoats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham- j the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. ous and humorous and some of the
|Par ridge of Farmington at d attending hits were decidedly clever. Refreskmock orsomething else you don’twant.
their golden anniversary, which takes memts1 and candies were served and
^
_
m
j place Jan. 1, 1915. The remainder o f atter singing with orchestra accom|the time s*e will be at Augusta where paniment the crowd departed for
she has been engaged as housekeeper tl eir various homes, voting it the
We have sold things for others, and we can do the for the I ranklin County members of best Christmas tree they ever at
the legislature who have leased a house tended, for the gifts ranged
from
on Gr< en street for the coming session. bous'es and automobiles to
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
collar
Mrs. Sprague will be much missed buttons and all were satisfied.
from local social circles and her many
Address, Classified Department,
Don’t forget that W. D. Quimby’s
friends extend best wishes for a pleas
is the place to find a oomiplete stock
ant winter.
MAINE WOODS,
Karl Oakes has been suffering from of what you will want for Christmas.
You can find anything you want.
an abscess in his head the past week.
Phillips, Maine

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone 61S6 IS sure
Slir6 to Wctnt it
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